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IFTRODUCTION
This thesis is an examination of the reaction of a
human population to a new and disturbing environment.
deals with the

disi~tegration

It

of the aborginal Indian culture

of northern I·iendocino Count.y under t:be influence of Aiiterican
settlers

a~d

military persoDnel.

As such it is concerned

with the factors and responses inherent in, and resulting
f~-om,

the interaction of tvw c:Lvi.li zat:ion.s r

tho one old and

static, the other new and dynamic.
The field of investigation with its physical, social
and psychological

raDiticatio~s

makes it necessary to

restrict d1scussion and detailed consideration to specific
topics.

Facility in handling the large amount of material

available also

de~ands

of presentation.
fc, llov1i.n.g:

restrictions for the sake of clarity

As a consequence the paper de2ls with the

The geographic area and pre-historic information;

the description and views of American settlers and military
personnel; and lastly, what has happened to the people and
area since 1870.
The first chapter contains a brief and general description of the

11

California Indian," hi.s culture and h·ay of life

under Spanish rule.

Attention is then directed to those

tribes which never came under mission influence but were
directly exposed to t1:te

strcn::-k--e-f~A{ti€;-r-i-C.._c"!JJ

civil :l. an and military

2
contact.

A second point of distinction is geographical.

of the chapter discusses the physical
region

inha~ited

by tbe Yuki and

~eatures

~ailaki

Much

of the remote

tribes.

In the subsequent chapters only the more obvious influences which contributed to the decline of Indian population
are

co:-,sidered~

First, there is the direct effect of a

deliberate program of genocide by the white invaders.
ous secondary influences, such as disease and starvation,
·Hhich in t'he long ;.--un proved just as fat.al 2:rc also re'lie;.led.
The concluding chapter

bri~gs

evaluating the consequences of
the

yea~s

the story up to the present by
Indian~iliite

interaction in

following initial white settlement.

Def.or('-; t:he :SuTopearw carae to 1·1hat is no'vJ California
there were ap?roximately one hundred and fifty thousand
Indians living within the state boundaries; na comparable
a..;.~ee.

of l:Jorth. Ac:te:rican wa.s so densely populated ..

1

In 1890, there were only about seventeen thousand
California Indians alive; many of these remaining Indians
were of mixed blood.

\ve:re they like?

~·Tho

\•:1.at 'happened to these people?

are their descendants?

Eo one Cali.£ornia Indian culture existed.
Califo:r~ia

~'lhat

Indians lived in over one hundred

The original

s~alle

~cattered

3

tribes and spoke many languages and dialects.
the northern coastal region,

The peoples of

the Yurek and Tolowa, were hunters

and fishers, and they lived very different lives from their
neighbors, the Porno and Niwok, who were seed gatherers of the
central regions.
Yurr~,

The tribes in the south, the

were larger and did some farming.

and

California Indians

were food gatherers and hunters of small game.
more than they needed.

~joLo.ue

They took no

They cultivated the wild seeds, burned

the brush and generally cooperated with

nature~

The -wor.:ten

gathered many plants for food and medicine while the men held
mass rabbit drives and fished the abundant rivers.
Each group of Indians lived closely attached to one
small area, seldom

mov~ng,

except perhaps to harvest wild

seeds for winter storage or to trade with neighbors.

In the

north they lived in redwood slab houses, elsewhere in brush
'!.vicki ups or lean-tos ~

Their clothing was simple eXCE'pt for

their dance costumes which were decorated with beautiful
feathers and sea shells.

Each group knew its own boundary

lines and re.spected t.hose of others; the '!.vars ·\vhich did occur
were usually due to poach1ng in territory belonging to a
neighbor._
The religions of California Indians expressed their
close ties to the world of living things.
---------~E'or

the most part California Indians lived qui.et and

uneventful days.

The women gathered foodr

grouna--rt.~~n-----------

4

stone boHls and cooJ;:ed it by dropping heated rocks into
baskets.

Acorn mush was the favorite dish.

The men hunted

and made tools, or spent long hours talking in the "sv1eat
house" reserved for male ner;,bers of the tribe.

Grandparents

taught the little children the art and lore of the ancient
people.
In 1769, the Portola-Serra expedition entered the
California area.

The Padres came to convert Indians to

Christianity; the soldiers came to extend frontiers and together they worked their way north up the coast to Sonoma,
where the twenty-first and final mission was established.
One reason the missions were not founded further inland
or northward was tl1.e opposition which developed among the
or "Gentile 11 Indians.

j

1

\'lild"

Originally they had greeted the soldiers

and Padres warmly, but military searches for escapees or forced
laborers changed their feelings.

Since there were relatively

few Spanish, the "wild" Indians were successful in holding back
their advance.
In 1834, the missions were closed by order of the
Mexican Governnent.

The Spanish as well as the Mexicans re-

cognized the Indians as citizens with the right to the land;
even ·the mission farms were considered as being held "in
trust" for the Indians by the Padres.
In 1848, California became a part of the United States
under the terms of a treaty signed at Guadalupe Hidalgo,

5

according to Hhich Indians were t.o become citizens wi t.h their
liberty and property r1ghts given full protection under the
laws of their

~el~

governrne~t.

But the Republic of the United

States failed to live up to these terms and the Indians suffered greatly during the following decades.
Lured by gold and land, hordes of newconers poured into
California.

Unlike previous explorers, including the handful

of Russian traders on the northern coast, the Americans over\'lhelmed the Indians and took over their lands completely.
These seekers of wealth brought with them ideas of racial
superiority.

Whereas the Spanish accepted the children of

mixed marriages as equals, many miners and .settlers from the
east treated persons with any degree of Indian blood as
slightly less than human.

Indians were hunted, shot and

lynched so frequently that newspapers did not bother to
record such everyday events.
Even \vhere Indians ·tried to work for Hhi tes, they did
not find many jobs open to them; in order to live they had
to steal stock or accept charity.

State militia groups were

organized to prevent or punish cattle raiders.

Though some

citizens objected to the slaughters, which were called
"Indian War.s," most men agreed \'7i th the State Legislature
that it was all justified; in fact, it was recommended offi-----ei-s.-1-1-y-thai: Indians should be removed from the state a1 together.

Under the

h1:~erican

system, Indians soon lost rights

6

guaranteed by the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalago.

The Califor-

nia Constitutional Convention took away their vote by inserting the 1·1ord "v!hite" into the a:?:oropriate se:r;tence of the
state constitution.
liquor.

Indians were forbidden all firearms or

Indenture of Indian children and adults was legal-

ized, and they could be

11

leased" to a non-Indian for years.

The first California Indian superintendent arrived
in 1852 with instructions to preserve peace by moving Indians
to the reservations.

Even today Indians tell how their an-

cestors were herded like cattle, sometimes tied together,
onto these reservations.

Old people, ,.;omen and children vlho

could not keep up died on the way.

Indians were held on the

reservations, often with little food and clothing.

When they

"Vlandered back to ·their homes they found that their lands had
been homesteaded out from under them.
California Indians were homeless and without appeal to
any lav;; . they '\·lere left a broken and

demorali~~ed

people.

It is very difficult to learn about Indiai1S in Calif ornia after 1860.

The history books are too concerned with the

exciting growth of the new state to record what happened to
the handful of Indian survivors.

In general those sixty years,

from 1860 to 1920, were ones of great poverty and bitter
memories for Indians.

Many did seasonal farm and fruit work,

----.nto.,.V'-ing_from cl-op to crop and returning to a wi.n·ter hornt? near
where they had lived before the whites

ca~e.

7
In the fifty years between 1920 and 1970 Indians gradually came more and more out of their isolation.

Indian children

went away to Federal boarding schools where they learned
vocational skills

a~d

we=e also taught that their Indian herit-

age was a thing to be proud of.

Many of these young Indians,

after returning home, found it hard to drop back into the
isolation of their parents and to live apart from the community.

Some moved into the town and others went even farther

away searching more opportunities.

Now almost all Indians

attend public schools.
Indians now realize that they are no longer helpless or
totally d.ependent upon \<lhites..

'l'hey have found there are non-

Indians who are concerned about their well being.
today are doing something about their handicaps.

Indians
But such

realizations came slowly and with great struggle over the
years.
'I'he progress of the past decade has, hm-:ever, created
problems within the Indian conmunities.
Indians still live

J.. .-~

Some southwest

the traditional '''ay of their ancestors,

but in California there are only bits of the old Indian life
left.

Each year, as the elderly people pass on, even .these

vestiges disappear.

Not nany Indians in California know the

plants once used for foods or thE old stories and religious
-------'0

""ervance.s.

Few women make the beautiful baskets anymore;

materials are hard to come by and weaving

i~~d-i-ou-s.---F'-ew_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

8

men can sing or dance; at Hoopa and Klanath,

although younger

Indians take part in the Brush and 1fuite Deerskin dances, it
It has
been only in recent years that many young Indians could speak
the language of their g:.candpc:trents.

English has

beco~e

the

language for all age groups within the last fifteen years.
However, any thought of the California Indian today should be
predicated on the fact that two-thirds of the Indians fall
into the lowest state income group.

Although a start has

been made, the Indians are still California's most depressed
and disadvantaged minority.

The purpose of this intr0duction was to acquaint the
reader with a little of the history of the Indians of this
state and to give background to events affecting the lives
of the Indians of Mendocino county.

An in-depth study of California Indians would require
many vol'l.-:.rnes ..

The author has limited this thesis to a study

of the settlement of Round Valley, Mendocino County, califor-

nia.

Triis area was chosen because of a wealth of primary

materials made available and because very little has ever

been i·tr·i t.ten concerning 1<1hat was probably t:.he bloodiest
period of settlernent ·throughout the state.
Mcndocj_r:o .c.<2.·~m~y,

~rhe IL~-~-si.

of

1·1ri tten in 1880 by Lyman L. Pal1ner, does

Indians were killed there in a four month period during 1859

9

than under the entire reign of the Spanish and Mexicans
throughout the state.

In fact, were it not for the transcript

o£ a State Legislative Investigating Comr:d.ttee, uhich r.1et in

1860, the slaughter of thousands of Indians might have passed
unnoticed by the outside world.

I
lj

CEAPTER I
PREHISTORY

p

~

n
!!

Round Valley is located in the Northern California
Coast Range just below the fortieth parallel.

It is ·ten

miles southt·Jest of the Yolla Bolly 1-1ilderness area and 140
miles north of San Francisco.

The Valley is the second

largest area of flat land along the coast range, and its
floor contains approximately 25,000 acres.

The Valley can

be reached by taking the Covelo turn off at Longvale, a tiny
community ten niles north of Willits.
The Valley is the most prominent geological structure
near the Etsel-Franciscan Reservoir area.

It is a fault

block valley filled with a thick quaternary alluvium.

2

A

fault line crosses the valley from the southeast to the northv;est. 3
The surrounding mountains are composed of the folded
sand stone, shales and conglomerates of the Juvassic-Uesozoic
Franciscan Formation, vlhich also exposes beds of chert,

--------------------

2 Robert L. 3dwards, An Arch2eolo~ical Surveu of the
_,_..., - - - -..
..
........_ca•.
-.,..Y~,
(I-!ultilltic copy, San l'ranc.isco Sta:t.e Colleqet l967Jf
pp. 6-7 ..
------~~

3

1L P. Irwin, 9._eoloaical_

---....~

_.,._........,_..~

~-

R~col:_na i_.s.~.~!.:££ .2! .!7h.e

-----~~~~~~~~~~~~Lil~:~~~~, ~ ~{~r~~-:-~~~~i·: ~f.n ~:y·f; ,~ "\~~ ~ o·~f.P:: a;~: ogL~,
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greenstone and glaucophane schist.

4

Round Valley extends up a canyon on the Eel River about
:-:.iles abo·Je tl-:e junction 11i th the Black :Sl.:.t te River, and

'C:.~ree

about six niles above the junction on the Black Butte River.
They join in a triangular flat

area~

On the .south side of the

junction there are some small terraces extending to Williams
co~tinuing

nan:mv car>yon

on the south side of the Eel, there is a

belo~·;r

the flat v1hich opens out on both sides

into Etsel Flat, an area of approximately two and one-half
squa~e

rn:L. ].es. 5

The vegetation cover falls into the Upper Sonoran Zone
which is d:i vided into
zone

\·Jh

t.\·lO

sub-zones:

t~he

lower foothills

ich progresses in to the chape:1.rral zone.,

The 1mver

foothill zone is a grass-land formation wl1ich has a scattered
gro\·Jth

J..
O .c

6
oa,··-l-...:o.

The chaparral zone is an extensive brush formation
containing so::-,e species of trees \vhich have beer. reduced to
shrub size ..

The most obvious brush species present are Buck

Brush, Ironwood and Manzanita.

Associated with the brush

species are Eaush Poppy, Toyon and Poison Oak. 7
-------,.-~---

41.

p .. 8.
"T

1
':,1, :G .. ,Jepson
IJ.. ..i·Janual
of the F:low.::r::i..ncr Plants of
...
I
,,.,_....,~......,.,._........,.,..._ _ __... ~-- .,v.,.....,_._..........,......__•ll~"' - - - · - ••-._.Ca]:~fOf~t Uni.·x~e:csity o~':: California P.r:·css, BE::~:keley, 1951.,

12

---

Ethnoaraohv.

ent

India~

Because the valley contained many differ-

cultures during the period this paper covers, only

the culture native to the

Ro~nd

Valley Area, that of the Yuki

is described in detail.
The Yuki Indians possessed many distinct linguistic
and phy!:;ical characteristics.

'I'he Yuki were on the periphery

of the Central California Cultural Conplex.

8

They showed al-

most no material or cultural influence from the Northwest
Coast.

However, the Yuki, who were the most remote hill people

of the North Coast Ranges, had rather elaborate ceremonial
structures.

They took two major ceremonies, Taikomoc-woknam

and Yulk'ilalwoknarn, from the Central California Poruos to the
south and one

cerem2~y,

Wailaki to ~he north.

Kicil-woknam, from the Athabaskan

9

Physically, tb:?. Yul':i were extrenely short of stature;
only the Kailaki to the immediate r.orth '\·Jere shorter.

The

Yuki havE! one of the lowe.st cephalic indexes (76), of all
They were also noted for their high nasal

California Indians.
index (87),

and pronounced super-orbital ridges.

10

---------------~------0

R. F. Heizer, Physical Analysis of Habitation
~~:.;'}.!~, Viking Publlc&.·T:ions in Enti1'.ropology, No. 28, 1958.
9

5, No.

G. H. Fos'ce:r,
3, 1947.

1 0 _;.
F.

r.:
. -'= f
v-'
-.:rl.1..
----____,..,o-'1-e~e-a-1----£-<-;cc.i-e-t--Y ,
n

6

!:. ~~.1. .£f

~
~,,_
C
t
orct,
~:.:_ __£~

2:}.1ki Culture,

UCAI~. Vol.

Sacramento Anthro-

~! s.pe-r----1io_._2,.~""---"-'"'--""--"----------------------

13
Although the Yuki Here surrounded by the Penutian
S?eaking Nintum to the east, several groups of Atabaskan
speaking Indians to the north, and the Eokan

spe~~ng

Porno to

the sou>ch, linguistically the Yuki appear to be unique and
h.ave bee:J. referred to as the Basques of Korth A.-ueri.cae

11

The cor.:.bination of their unusual cultural e'itolution,
their unique linguistic status

a~d

their unique physical

characteristics have led nany anthropologists

~vh.o

have con-

sidered the problem to believe the Yuki are the most isolated
group of California Indians.

12

In books on California prehistory 1 the Yuki are
virtl.H:.J.ly unknoHn..

The North Coast Ranges are an important

transitional zone betVTeen the Central California Culture
Cdnplex and that of the

~orthwest Coast. 13

Central California has been established to consist of
three cultural horizons--Early, Middle, and Late.

These

have been further broken down into sub-area as work has

"Early Horizon" is characterized by metates, spears,

___

1?

~-A.

L. Kroeber,. _._
Handbook
......
Bureau .of 7'"'--:Jc:cican :Ct:hnologists,
i ...,

.......:>~.d.,,.,.
. .~ ·.....-u
. " "·
J...•
""'·~· ~,,
J

J:,rcr:..:::eo
.,.
·
, _urvey,
S
.·~Locrlca.L

----··---.---~--.------

...

-

p.. 17 •
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and the practice of

e~tended

burials.

It is a

seed-grL~ding

culture begun approximately 6,000 years ago and is now considerec1. the basement or earliest culture.

15

Ti1e "lliddle Horizon 11 beg<:;.n about <1, 000 years a9o and is
marked by mortar and pestle, spears, and flexed burials.

This

is believed to be the beginning of the acorn-using economy.
The "Late Horizon" is believed to have begun about
2,000 years ago and is characterized by increased use of

mortar and pestle, hopper mortar in some areas, bows and arrows,
tightly flexed burials and cremations.

This horizon is be-

lieved to show an increased use of acorns.

16

Only t.he late period of occupation of the ::-Torthv.;rest
Coast Area has been well documented, largely by hand.

17

Elsasser and Heizer, using the extensive notes of a Eureka
dentist, Dr. Stuart, describe a wealth-oriented culture with
large obsidian blades, crescents and zoomorphic figures,
mortar and pestle

w~th

the flanged poison pestle common to

.
18
this perl.od.

------------------1 ,..
_:J_d
d

p. 17.

;.!:·uar s,

and Culture
.62-:- T964 ..-

Rana8

·~·-...-rt--·

(:·.Ti \tOt
_.....,s
__
1

-

8

A 1 be:r.·t B.

Elsasser r -The ·-~--··-~
Bxcavation of THo l'Jortli~-·Sj.tcs, TJc;:,s Ecport No. 67, pp.

-------c--vlCs·tc:c-;". CaJ.l::.orn-ia---Gea-f~-taL
I="I~)o:--l·~-;z;4.

- - - - - - - - ----- -- ·-
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i'fnat has been done in the north Coast Range has been
published in three publications:

s:-,:i th and \iey:::ou th, 1950),

_Borax Lake (Harrington,

-- ------· -- ·-- ----

and 7:·1e 2\rchaeoloau o= the :rorth

In 1936-1946t Harrington investigated sites near Clear
Lake, and unearthed an early litic complex with

~etates,

manos, heavy fluted and straight stemmed points, and flaked
.

"zoor:-!orphic 11 eccentrlces.

19

In 1951, Treganza, Smith and

~eyrnouth

reported the

of a survey and so2e_ excavations in Round Valley.

resul~s

They found,

arcJ::,aeologica.lly, a culture si.Iitilar to the
Also noted were traces of manes and

ethnog=aphic Yuki.

' . . t 1.J.ey f ·e lt mlg;l.t
. ,
. d.lcate ear 1..1er comp 1 exes. 20
metates \vnlcn
.1n

In 1955, r1eighan published his Hork about a site near

Willits (approximately thirty miles southwest of Round Valley}
in 'dhich,_ C'.rai·Ting on other \·7ork done in the area, he ati.:empted
a sequential culture list for the North Coast Range.
nized

si~

culture areas
Bora~

KlaGath:

the San Francisco Bay to the

~rom

Lake, Mendocino, Clear

anc.l :Jooc.ler; Valley.

i\s

Ee recoq-

La~e,

Shasta,

~cClure

!lcClure i.s part of the r:ar in-So,noma

---~-----·--------

19

r:n :(, Farrin;;,)t.on, .:2 ~~!_cic~t .§.lli a·t
Papsrs, 1:-lo. lG, 1948.

Il££~ I~5e,

Sout:h~.'est ~-J.use'J.m

20'\

.";.

Area.... f
-

E. Treac1J1ZC., _..!~~~
.,.. _.. 7l:r. . c:f.:.ac.;c)1oc·ical
. . ____
~

Volft 12,

--A----~---··---~

Nove~~Gr

3r

1950.

Sur:ve~..:·

of the Yuki

16
Coast and Wooden Valley is pa=t of rapa Valley, only the first
four are of direct inporta~ce to the Yuki area.

21

sidered to be a basement culture and is probably extensive in
the coast range.

This is dated around 2,000 B.C.

The Uendocino Complex has both metates and mortars.
Projectile points are varied in size and styling.

Meighan

dates this as 500 A.D. to 1,000 A.D.
The Clear Lake Complex is believed to belong to the
ethnographic Porno.

Hopper-basket mortars, arrow points,

elaborate charmstones and cremations are characteristic.
'rhe Shasta Complex also is believed to represent
ethnographic peoples in Nort'i.1 Central California, possibly
including the Yuki.

Characteristics are

Gunt~er

Island barbed

points, hopper-mortars, chert blades and pecking stones.
It may be possible then to find in the area surrounding Round Valley traces from the Shasta, Mendocino and Borax
Lalce cmuplexes vJ"i th some intrusion of Clear Lake Complex
traits.

This possibility is however tentu.tive and would need

to be confirmed by future work in the Yuki Area.
The following information concerning Yuki cultural
achievement was abstracted from Foster, Kroeber, Essens and

17

Yuki hunters used deer head disguises made of the head,

antlers and

~ape

of the hide.

The head and antlers uere used

in the :t.u.:::-ial of outstanding hu:r:.ters.
for a variety of small animals.

The hunters used slings

Good sling men nade equal-

sized sun dried clay pellets and carried them in a skin bag.
Balls of the same size, shape and i:leight t·rere r:ecessary for
continual accuracy.

A novice used sv.all stones.

Fish gigs consisted of a nail three inches long (bones
~-.rere

used earlier) to uhich \•:ere tied t\vo antler barbs.

ing nets with rock sinkers and tcle floats were made.

FishAfter

a ca'..:chr ail <.:"1-uts ar;d bones of t.he fish uere thro-vm back into
tl-:-.e

ri',re::: to prevent children or dogs from choking on them ..
In aboriginal tines, the

~uki

were not supposed to

have gor:e to the ocean but traded ·through Huchnon.

After

uhite contact, uagon loads of Yu1:i f::equently 1.-.;er.t to r-:ussel
Rocl:

~o

take s-..:irf fish,
~1e

processing of corn was begun by cracking seeds

betueen U·iO rocks.
house~;.,

abalone, raussels and kelp.

Acorns uere stored in pits outside the

r:.orr:.a11y behi.:-:d the dHelling ..

The pits were two feet

in cl:i.aweter a;ld t1.w feat deep, lined Hi th oak leaves and pine

18
needles; different varieties of acorns were kept separately.
Acorn flour was prepared by using a basket hopper mortar and
pestle.

Boiling was done by dropping heated rocks in water.

The mush was then eaten with fingers or mussel shell spoons.
Acorn bread was baked in an earth oven two feet deep and two
feet wide.

It was rock lined, fired, the ashes removed, leaf

lined, the dough added, more leaves put on top, then this was
covered by sticks and dirt.
The Yuki combed their hair with fingers or a piece of
fish vertebra.

Doth the nose and the ear lobes were pierced

and a polished and decorated bone, the size of a little finger,
was inserted in the holes.
A flj.nt kni.fe was used to work bows and arrovTS.

Any

storte having a natural edge or one that could be easily touched up was used.
points

fro~

The arrow heads were percussion-chipped flint

one to two inches long.

nized by weight and shape.
and heaviest.

Several uses were recog-

Hunting arrows were the largest

War arrows were long and thin.

Small arrows

were used for small game; they were often blunt.

Spears were

from five to ten feet in length with a blade three to six
inches long.
Any ro1:.ghly round rock a].)OUt tuelve inches across and

three ind1es deep with a slight natural hollow on one side
migh~

be used for a mortar.

Continual use deepened the

natural ho].lo:r but no attempt \·las made to do ·this before using.
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There were several types of pestles; regional peculiarities
existed.

The Wilukomom favored a sixteen inch type and the

UkomnoJm a ten inch size.

A special taper on the pestle indi-

cates it was used to make poison.
The houses were of pole and bark construction.
were ten feet in diameter and eight feet high.

They

A foot of

earth would be dug out and piled around the outside base.
There was no center pole.
Larger houses \lere used
center pole.

A fire pit was in the center.

~:hen

necessary; these contained a

There was a small rough shelter behind most

houses which was used as a kitchen in bad weather.
also had dance houses.
diameter.
feet.

The Yuki

They were thirty to forty feet in

The floors were dug out to a depth of four or five

This

aerv~d

all purposes; singing, dancing, doctoring,

sweating and lounging.
The grave yard was usually located several hundred yards
from the ranchcria.

The corpse was tied into a fetal nosition

before rigor mortis, and placed either in a basket or deer
skin •.

The grave was at least five feet deep.

placed in the grave facing east.
stomped.

The corpse \vas

The dirt was replaced and

l·ie:nbers of the same far•1ily were buriea nearby.

If

a person died m-;ay from home and it l·las impractical to return
the body

~ome,

he was cremated.

Afterwards the charred bones

were returned and buried beside the other members of the
family.

If an enemy was killed, a \var dance was held which
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ended with the decapitated head being hidden in a pile of
rocks.
~-Geoc:-:::-aoh.ic

The lands that the Yuki

In:forrnation.

used for su:Jsistence \!ere sufficient to produce a substantial
base for the drains on the
ness at

ti~es

econo~7

of a certain cere:oony

caused by periods of idleo~

celebration.

Found

Valley and the surrounding valleys and nountains were extremely
prorJ.1.~cti·v'e

of fish, gar.:-,e, berries a;:-1d acorns ..

Tales of fa:oine

were rare and nuch of the trade for beads, shells, obsidian,
etc., was in exchange for the Yuki's sur9lus food stuffs.
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i-iost. of t.he Yuki terri tory was in northeastern Bendocino County, occupying the central and roughest part of the

Coast Range

~ountains,

and covering about 1,100 square miles.

Altitude varies from less than 1,000 feet on the lower Eel
River to 7,500 feet at the crest tlhich divides the Sacramento
Drainage System fron that of the Eel River.

It was frequently

true in California that drainage areas detersined tribal occupation.

Appearing irregular on a nap, Yuki geography .in the

r:li.nd of the I.ri.c1ians ·1-1as corapact and logical.

\JatervJays were

too shu.llm-1 and rocl:.-st:re\vn to serve as comruercial arteries,
and trails from one village to another did not necessarily
follov! them.

Bu·t i t t·Ias in terms of rivers, streams, and
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rivu.lei::s that the Yuki kept his geograph:" straight.
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The primary unit of Yuki social geography was the
which most ne~rly coincides with 'village.'
~ctually, it incluCed all places o~ h~~itation, whether
a single, isolated dwelling or a large grouping of
twenty-five houses, out-buildings, a~d a dance house.
;_large grouping ~·;as J:nmm as a r:o'I1ot (to li'Je big).
Based primarily on geographical p~oxi~ity, rancherias
te~ded to group themselves into larger, unnamed units.
These usually centered around a no'hot in which dwelt
the principal chief and subsidia=y officers. These
unnamed asseBblies were in turn g::ouped into larger
units, '\1i thout political ur:.i ty but conscious of a
sense of sameness through dialectic similarity.
Definite kinship to these larger groups was felt in ~~
spite of the complete infor~ality of the arrangenent.kra~cheria,

The names of the rancherias were taken

fro~

geographi-

The name of the rancheria would in turn serve

cal features.

for a group name.
Round Valley and the surrounding area is basically a
large concentrated Indian site.

In an area of le.ss tl:..an six-

teen square miles there are 225 known archaeological sites.
There is a site density of approximately 14 sites per square
m1"1 e, one o f
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h
h.1gh es~. 1n
.
.
t1e
ca l"1 f·orn1a.

In appearance and composition, the habitation sites
generally did not differ in area from the archaeological sites
of Northern and Central California.

The sites have no regular

shape, changing from round to oval to elongated az contours

24..,
t er-, Yuki .fl_;l~t'L!.r~, pp.
l.' os

25Ib"
:~
. lC:..

-

20-22.
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allowed them to spread.
levels are

co~mon.

On the hills, sites with two or three
the Valley, most sites were near the

I~

edge of the foothills, ha'.ri0g a southern exposur-e
maxi~um

su~shine

and protection fron the

~orth

~·1hich

gives

winds.

HJ:"d.le nearness to large rock outcrops seems to be important in the location of many sites, the nost important
.
seems to ,_,,ave b~een watere 27
reason f-or occupa t 2on

A

s~all

percentage of the sites are located in such

remote, inconvenient spots that refuge seems to have been the

only reason.

Many of these sites have house pits and a small

amount of r:1idden that, like lshi'.s, are probably historic
?Q

contact refuge sites.-u
sulked like

~u~ted

~~~~or

. . ..

nont:h.s the poor Yukas

wild beasts in the nountains, in caves and

in the most inaccessible places."
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It is also possible that some of the refuge sites could

be the result of

ea~ly,

the Yuki lived in the

.

.

unknown pre-caucasian .J.nvas1.ons.

ce~te~

\T.nen

of the Valley i t would be in a

well-drained area usually heavy with oak.

the

re~.~gious

sighJc to

~chi.~i:r

beliefs of the Indians of Round Valley gives inactio.:1s during the :=;ettlcDent period..

These

32.
r~ .. Pc)tte.:-, unpa.;;:·c:d. l·:"-:..r;_i1script:, 1880 in
Copy
of original in possession of E .. S.
Ba~crof~ Library,
Beard, Cove.lo ..
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Indians were able to maintain their religious lore until the
early 1930's.

It affected all aspects of their lives and

greatly influenced their actions.
Although not as advanced as the beliefs of 'civilized'
man the Indian's religion answered the questions which puzzle
all people:
begin?

How was the earth made?

How did man's life

How can wrong doing, sickness and death be explained?
'l'he central fiqure in the reliqions of this area was

the coyote, because he was considered to be the most clever,
versatile and illusive of all animals.
destructive.

Also he was the most

The white man's inability to dispose of the

coyote increased his stature among the Indians.
The local Indians believed that in the beginning the
earth was covered by water and darkness.
present and riding in a boat.

The Creator was

A turtle floated by and the

Creator took him oui of the water and instructed the turtle
to dive to the bottom and bring nrud up to the Creator.
turtle d:l,d

Sf)

until he was exhaut:.Jted and f(t!ll

aslt.~ep.

The
Whtm

he awoke he was on dry land, but there was still no light.
The Creator then made light from the cotton of the milkweed
(which came with the earth), but this was not enough.

The

Creator then took a large white crystal rock and threw it
toward the ea.st:.

'l'his became a )Jr ighter glow and for this

reason, that while quartz was considered sacred.
this,

Soon aftor

the Creator and tho turtle >vere joined by a Coyote and
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a Rattlesnake (the Coyote and Rattlesnake were always associated).

The Coyote was the mischief-naker, but not as shrewd as

the Rattlesnake, who was the real Satan.

The Creator decided

that he wanted privacy, so he built a home.

(The Indians

considered Sutter Buttes in the iiorthern Sacramento Valley to
be the Creator's

ho~e.)

After a -v.,rhile the Creator became lonely and broke two
switches off a bush.
on each side.

He then went to sleep, placing a switch

When he awoke the switches had become two very

beautiful women.

Khen the Coyote stepped inside the Creator's

house, he was greatly surprised and wanted to know where the
women had come from.

The Creator refused to answer but told

the Coyote to go out and take two switches from the same bush,

but instead of two switches the Coyote brought an armful.
The Creator h'as disappointed when he saw the greed of the
Coyote..

'l'he Coyote replied that if these sHi tches were to

become company, he uanted a Hhole lot of company.

The Creator

told him to keep just two switches and to go to sleep, placing
one a-t each side.
t:tc:klr~

He 'das also told that the two -vmmen: l·muld

hlm in his sleep and he r:mst promise not t:o laugh.

The coyote did so and went to sleep.
he was

bei~g

Later in the

ni~ht

when

tickled the Coyote laughed, breaking his promise

to the Creator.

The Creator knew this because the women had

become very homely.
By this time the Creator had two children, a boy and a
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girl.

He had also decided the earth needed more light.

would make the glowing light bright and call it

day~

He

He let

his children choose i.·.rhat they would rather be 1 the light of

day·or light of the night.

The girl was given first choice.

She then traveled to the

She chose to be the light of day.
east until zhe met a young

sent by her fathe.t".

\'l0>".1an

'I'he

young woman told the daughter to shine as soon as she stopped
shining (the young wowan

~·ras

the norning star).

The daughter 1

who is no1:1 the sun, is still doing i"lhat her father hc:td
ed.

co:rm<1ar~c1-

She chose to be the light of the day for she feared the

(This 1:ray uhy the Indian vomen 1>1ere also afraid of the
night nnd would

~ot

da~k~)

travel after

The Creator•s son was then sent to the West and told
to shine when his sister

beca~e

dim.

The moon is the Creator 1 s

son.
Then the Creator decided that there must be a spring of

water on tho west side of his home.

Also he decided that

there must be no death, neither raust anyone grm·,; old.
caused the first argumertt on earth.
death and old age.
had a spring
that

~1on

~£

This

The Coyote demanded both

He also wanted to know why the Creator

woter so near his hone.

The Creator replied

anyone becaille ill or grew old he would put hirn into

the water.

;_ftcr floating

a"~-<Jhile

on the

·tt~ater

the persoE

would be taken out and the sick would be well and the old
vlOUld

younq again.

But the Coyote disagreed, he wanted
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death and

growi~g

Bur~ing.

{The Burning

old so that the people could gather for a
~as

an annual a11tunn festival for the

The families and friends of the deceased made baskets,

dead.

clothing and other articles which were considered useful to
the deoarted.

A week was devoted to games, feasting and the

burning of the accumulated articles, that they might be
available to their friends in the spirit world.

The Burning

was one of the chief social-religious occasions of the year.}
The Coyote argued until the Creator decided that the Coyote
should have all that he asked.
After this the Creator said the people must have food
to eat.

So he wished that a very large tree would grow and

give his 9eople all kinds of acorns.

So a tree grew.

{This

tree is now known as the Hooker Oak, naned for the British
botanist, Sir John Hooker 8 who in 1877 considered it to be
the world's largest

oal~

tree.

Estimates of its age run up to

one thOU$and years; its height is 101 feet and its branches
cover a diameter of 147 feet.
of Chico.)

It is located a few miles north

It gave several kinds of acorns, and from that day

on the acorn has been made into bread and soup.
The acorns were sweet and good and required no processing.

This disturbed the Coyote and the Rattlesnake.

They

felt that the women talked to much and didn't have enough work.

They decided that the skunk should spray the acorns to make
them bitter.

This is why the acorns must be tanned before
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eatirg and why the

~itter

water that cones off during tanning

is the color of the Coyote.
The~
h~7e

the c=e2tor told the

sc~ethinG

else to eat.

Co~ote

that his peo?le should

So he said flouers should have

seeC.s 2.:-:d th<::.t the seeds should be used as food.

uould be oinole ..

{Pi~ole

and red bud pods.)

was

~ade

fron tar week, deer brush

The Coyote then wanted to

seeds would be gathered.

This food

l~now

how the

The c=eator answered that all the

people would gather the seeds.

The Coyote did not want this.

Ee said that wo2en should gather seeds because the nen would
be

b~.l.s·.·

for the

;:,_unting.
2e~

He then asked tne Creator ':!hat he \·.'Ould make

to hunt

wit~,

what would be best to use for killing

The C:c·ea to.:c rer.)lied that. s.ir1ce tl1e

make most of the decisions thus far,

choose a weapon.
fore them.

Co~rote

had to

it would be up to him to

A gun and a bow and arrow then appeared be-

The Coyote chose the bow because the gun was too

heavy.
The Creator then decided that the Coyote should be the
first

~ourner.

He did not tell the Coyote this, but told

everyone about this gx·eat event..
and

w<'U:k~.d

He Her1t to all the houses

each o:-:e: ui th ten straight marks$

One r:•ark· should

be ru::.::·I::::ed oEf each day and then everyone \Jas to join the

Coyote in the excitement.
of tine .. )

(This is how the Indians kept track

Uhen the tirae Has cmapleted a11 the people gathered

at the Coyote's hone.

The Coyote then decided that a foot-
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race should be held, because his son was the fastest runner
and all would honor him.

And so the race began.

The Coyote

had been told that one runner would die, but he thought it
would be the skunk's son because he was very slow.

The

coyote's son leaped to the lead but stepped on a rattlesnake
which bit him.

The Coyote was waiting at the finish, but

when his son did not appear he went to look for him and found
him dead.

So the Coyote carried his son to the spring to

bring him back to life.
about death.

He had forgotten his earlier wish

After placing his son in the water for a third

time he remembered that he had asked the Creator for death.
He then took his son to the Creator saying that he had changed his mind that that there should be no death.

But the

Creator then put on a cap of fine netted moss, blackened his
face with pitch and coal, and went to the sweat house to
show the Coyote the proper way to mourn.

(Mourning was a

very elaborate ceremony conducted by the women; the men
wotild watch and howl like Coyotes.)
house the Creator began to cry.
the Coyote's son in a bear hide.

Once inside the sweat

He dug a grave and wrapped
{This ".vas why the Indians

buried their dead wrapped in animal skins.

They were buried

in a flexed position because the Creator had tied the Coyote's
son with hemp rope to make a round bundle.)
The Creator then went back to the house; after awhile
he announced that he was going away, but that he would return
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in a few days.
Creator.

~Jhen

The next morning the Coyote came to visit the
he was told the Creator was gone, he began

looking for him and found him on the third day.

The Creator

was in his sweat house and the Coyote 1 s son was with him.
They were eating dinner but a guard at the door would not let
the Coyote enter.

As the Coyote watched, his son and the

Creator finished a great meal.

The Creator then made a rope

of \¥hi te feathers reaching from the top of the mountain to the

sky.

He then took the spirit out of the Coyote's son,

leav-

ing his body, and sent the spirit on the road to the sky.
The Creator told the Coyote that from that day no one would
be alloHed .i::-1to his sweat house unless they had died.

The

Coyote started for horre telling everyone that he h&d seen
his son and the Creator together and that they were in a
good place with plenty to eat.
After all this the Creator gave the guard special
power to know when a person was dead so that they might enter
the s;;-veat: llouse.
for

thei~

He also left a man to help the dead prepare

journey on the feather road.

Now the Coyote was very anxious to die.

He wanted to

go to heaven and be with his son and the Creator.

So that

night he climbed a tall tree and jumped off, breaking his
neckp

The next morning after he was found dead, he was buried,

and his spirit. went to Sutter Buttes to travel the feather
road.

However, because he had taken his own J.ife, he was not
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allowed to join his son or enter the Creator's sweat house.
The Creator ffiea:1while had returned to his people.
decided he must do more for them.

He

He made many different

kinds of berries and fruit, and also different kinds of herbs
and medicines.

Be filled the streams with fishes and the

hills with game.
After doing all these things he said that the people
should be scattered all over the land.

So he sent nine per-

sons south, nine southwest (Round Valley), nine to the east
and nine to the northeast, and nine to the northwest, and
nine to the west.

He gave one of each of the nine people a

power, and through this power that person would be able to
make rul.es and also to name his tribe.

He would also be a

teacher, and invent a language for his people to speak.

Then

the Creator gave his rules to each group of nine that he was
sending out, telling them that each group must build a very
large sweat house for themselves in which they could pray.
He told them that they must worship him even though they would
not be able to see him.
Before sending the groups out he furnished each with
food stuffs.

He told his people that he would furnish food

that could be put away for winter, as they would have winter.
He also told them there would be food for the other seasons-spring, summer, and autumn.

(The Indians referred to these

seasons as flowers, dust, acorns and snow.)
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Then the Creator was never seen again by his people,
but he continued to be worshipped.

His people looked forward

to death so that they could travel the feather road and be
reunited to those ':rho had lived before

theril~

This is uhy the

Indians were so passive during early contact.

Death at the

hands of a white man was viewed as some method of achieving

a new life.

* * * * * * *
As was seen in this chapter, the Yuki were among the
most unique of California Indians.
t~ot.ally

They were isolated and

UD!)repared for \'lhite civilization.

Before the Jl.meri-

can invasion they had very little contact with other Indian
groups~

They were highly independent and needed no help to

maintain their level existence.

Because of these factors and

the extremely short and intense period of American settlement
the Yuki culture was exterminated.
The problems faced by the Yuki during the earliest
vlhi t_e contacts are presented in the following chapter.

CHAPTER II

Tri:E ADVAl\CE OF I·IF-IITE CIVILIZATION

Fhite ExDloration.

Indian tradition reveals that

the earliest Hhi t.e contact in Round Valley was approximately
in 1830.

Legend tells of white men on horses vJho tried to

canture the natives«

It is speculated that this was an attempt

·'

by the Spanish to procure labor for the llission at Sonoma.

There are, however, accounts of white men passing near the

'valley a5 ~arly as 1821.

Luis Arguello is believed to have

traveled along the Eel River during his expedition to the
Columbia..

Edwin~J

the~

th:r:ough

Bay Company.

Young, a trapper from Ne\-7 f.!exico, passed

area in 182 3, as .did John 'L'ork of the Hudson • s
Both of these men did not believe the Russian

reports concerning the scarcity of beaver and otter north of

Fort

'r'""
F.,,:.~,s.
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The first verified contact took place in 1854.
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Early

in that year a group of Petaluma merchants organized for the
purpose of estubl.isb.ing a route to t·Jeaverville and the Trinity

goldfields..

The only avai la'ble route at t.he time was the

"Sonoma Trail" which wa.s extremely difficult and time-ccr..suming ..

-o E.

s. Beard. The Early Settlement of Round Valley,
{Dnpub1i.shc,d. 'I'ypescrip·t, Covelo, Ca .. 1 1965) t pp. l-·15 ..
J
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These merchants hoped, by establishing a new route with Petaluma
as the starting point, that their town could serve in the same
capacity as Sacramento did to the

~other

A group of men

Lode.

under the leadership of Samuel Kelsey were hired to locate a
shorter trail.

At that date the immense territory between

these two points was regarded very much in the light of a
terra incognita.
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This party deserved to be called explorers

as virtually nothing was known of the region they proposed to
enter.

Hhile 'dorking his Hay up the Russian River, Samuel

Kelsey was joined by Frank and Pierce Azbill.
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The Azbills

(sometimes spelled Asbills) had been forced to leave their
home near Bodega Eay after being accused of stealing horses.
They had fled into the unknown interior and were more than
happy to join Kelsey.

Together the group continued North

and named both Eden and Round Valleys.

The Kelsey party esti-

mated the Indian population of the area at twenty thousand.
It is interesting to note that three weeks later a group of
prospectors under the leadership of George Hhite, who was to
be the area • s first 'tvhi te settler, pas.sed along the trail
marked by Kelsey without seeing a single Indian.

The reck-

less young Azbills admitted they killed many Indians a3 a
game vlhile leaving the valley.

32Ib.

"l

--~•

I

P•

25.

~'i'hi te'

s

part~l

noted the
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names of the I:elsey group carved on a tree and da.t:e;d 15 Hay e
1854.

However,

the only sign of Indians was an occasional
.

. .

.

Gover.:ent in the walst-nlgh grass.
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A more accurate estinate cf the Indian population at
the tine of the fi.rst \·lhi te set.tle:;e,,t '\·.'as ti·lelve thousand.
This estiuate was nade by Lt. A. G. Tassin who also estimated
the Indian population in 1874 at less than four hundred.

In June,
~~ite

once again crossed the

fros the

George

E~

Sacra~ento

He and his pa.:::ty established the first white settle-

Valley.

rr:ent.

~ountains

1256~
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At about the same tine Simon P. Storms, acting under

inst=uctions

fro~

Colonel

Tho~as

J. Henley, then Superinten-

dent of Indian hifairs for California, established an Indian
farm in the northwest part of the Valley.

This farm, or

station, was known as the Nome-Cult Indian Farm, and was a
Eo::-''~-Lackee

brar.ch of the
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- '\Sacranento \ •a~ley.
:becor.1e one of the

Indian Reservation located in the

Eenley, \·lho along \·lith "(·;t;i te \vould later

1~l.~:g<?St:

land o-vmers in the <:trca, had been

born in Indiana and served as a Congressman of that state.

1-15 ..
35
36

.

'l'asr:nn,

Chro~cle-=?_,

p. 25.

Potter, l:anusc:;:-ipt, 1880.

p. 25.,
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Be was Postmaster of San Francisco in 1853 and replaced E. F.
Beale as Superintendent of Indian Affairs

o~

2 June, 1854.

It

would have to be moved to nore isolated and worthless areas.
California had recently become a state and there was strong
feeling against the Federal Government's Indian

program~

The

Indians were supposed to be protected by the Treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo.

But the United States never lived up to

the terms of the treaty and the Indian suffered greatly during the Gold P.ush.

Although no gold \vas found in I18ndocino,

a critical situation was reached with the discovery in the
Trinity Alps.

The area had been already set aside for the

Indians, and members of the California State Legislature

.... o

')'"'

proteste d :

Rich and inexhaustible veins of gold-bearing quartz
have ln 1:ne wisdom of these Indian Agents, been considered eligible locations for the untutored tribes of the
wilderness, and have accordingly been set apart for that
purpose, and the energetic and zealous Diner has been
rudclv ordered bv these aaents to abn~do~
--a their claims
1··e
:::.··a·l {\,_..,,_,_'"'
+-'re
JJ·-:,_..._",
+,_,..~.~
re"'e·r\i'-··'·--·on
~.d
.....
j
"-· J
.. ~l..t.J_ l..t:) o-F
~~
- --~
C1 \.... .l.
• J:;;
•

-

::J

1-Jo;.,:;;

The Senators said California would lose taxes on land
valued at orie hundred million dollars.

In :!...352, at the
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")Fred B. Rogers, 11 Early H.i.li tary Posts of l·lendocino
Count.:'/," _falifo!n.i.a Hisi::2fi£.&l. Soc~~ Qua.£terl_y, XXVI!,
{Septez:::be:::-, 1948), pp. 127-129.
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Robert Spott, "A Yurok From lGa.math River," 2~;::-a!}E._acti.~
of the ·-·Comffionwealth
Club of California,
XXI, (June, lS26),
··-·--- _..._
..
p. ltl4.

---

-- ______ ___ _
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instigation of the California Legislature, the United States
Senate refused to ratify the treaties for existing reservations and the land was again
It must be

reme~bered

th2t the miners and settlers

actually changed the face of California as they tore gold from
the ground or claimed large land areas for farms.
ged streams and filled valleys.

Silt clog-

Freshwater fish died and the

salmon could not reach its spawning ground.
hunted or driven from their old haunts.
-.;v-a.ter tables and plan.ts g-re1-1 poorly.

Animals were

Irrigation lowered

Rich swamps, Hhich once

gave Indians food and game were drained to become farm land.
Cattle fences and

"~(o

Trespassing" signs stopl.)ed the Indians 1

mass drives for small game.

Pigs and cows ate the acorns

and grasses once used for human food.

~hite

settlers often

est.ablished village sites and drove the Indians from their
best wild seed plots.

The balance that the Indian had made

with nature was destroyed.

The Indians found themselves

trespassers on the lands where their ancestors had lived for
centuries.
Superintendent Henley received little cooperation from
Congress.

He

was limited to only five reservations, reserva-

tions \vhich he must convince Congress and the State Legis.lature would be useless to the white man.

37

After a careful study by concerned men such as John B.
Ueller, Governor; John E. :·lool, Cor:tffiander of the California
~-:ili tary

Department; James

'i'l •

.::>enver, Secretary of State; and

Sam Brannon, it was decided Round Valley would be the best
'
f or a
1 ocat~on

1-

~ort11ern

Ca 1'~~orn~a
r

•

Reservat~on.
•
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It was, however, difficult to relocate the Indians for
a second or third time.

In fact, it appeared a 8ajor uprising

was in the caking until Storms, the first eGployee of the
~one-Cult

?arm, influenced the Yurek and Tolowa to move

south~

Storms had a good reputation among the Indians of Nevada
county, and had acquired great influence among them.

Storms

. tthe valley and the
led a group of forty nevada Indians ln,.o

Indians of the North followed a few months later.

42

Getting

these Indians was no easy task as they might have feared the
Yuki more than the white man.
.
tne

. . ,...

.

ne1gnuor~ng

t .r~'b es. 43

The men Hho

George White, Charles Burne
the establishment of the
rnent

Stor~s

The word Yuki meant •enemy• to

a~d

accompanic:~

LiLt

Dryden Lacock •. --

~orne-Cult

Storms •;.:ere
Concerning

Farm and the first settle-

stated:

~ll~en I fir
wnl~G people

.s t car.le in to the valley, there Here no
there, nor were there for at least thirty

1-15.

·4 3~~
L.
1969.,

s.

Beard, personal interview, Covelo, December 23,
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miles around, e~ce9t for a few wandering hunters •
•
a~d no settlers ca~e into the valley until the fall of
1856. ~e erected a few cabins within an enclosure of
pid:ets, for the occupar.. cy of the 1/hi.tes and a few
Nevada I~dians.
~e be~an to pack far~ing tools, seeds
and pro"';Tisions ire~ l~ome Lackee ~ •
but the v;inter
set in sooner than we anticipated.
0~ several occasions
1 nearly lost cy life in the nountains.
One Indian was
frozen to death, two drowned in the Eel River and
several mules were lost in the snow.45
o

claimed the Yuki quickly showed resentment at

Stor~s

the intrusion of their domain.

46

In ~ul;, they made an attack upon the reservation
and if it had not been for the aid afforded by the
~~i.te settlers who had ~egun to cooe in and a few
wande~i~0 ~ountai~ nen, the reservati~n employees
would buvs been driven ~rom the valley or killed.
So~~ of the None-cult Indians twice surrounded our
quarters, threate~ed our lives and killed some stocke
In .n.::;:;~..::;·Lir-<r then:; \·7e kiLLed r1any· v:hich st:opped their
..,rOC""·""t-"·i
.. ;;7
-\:.· . ....,,,"'
:J,·1;.

L~

.ol ..... .l ....

A~onJ

\·Tere ..Toh~l

the settlers who arrived during the fall of 1856

r,·a'i.~'son

<:md

Benjamin ;.rthur "\"lho brought in ·a drove

Ben Arthur and Willian Murphy settled the present
site of the tovm of

Covelo~

Sanders Hornbrook and John Owens

also entered the valley that same year.
r.~ated

Dryden Lacock esti-

the '.ihi·te populc.tion in the valley during the winter of

·".........c:J ·~·"

:l •. , __

c.·

L

•

.....

.:..•C_i_..oJ.:>ll.).Oo

,.~

Or

S
,_o

!)
·••

C'
1-"01 c·
••.
._0_!,.•.,,
.,$.-_.

~

1!1

•.· . ,... i .· ""..
. ... ~
l"laJO
.• -.r._y a11CL

u !'-'

f'..!r •

•

.J...

l<lDOrJ,~.-y

Repo:ct.:; oi: tl:e Speci.:d. cToint: Cor:,r:-j_ ttee on thE': :::er:c"loc.ino Har,
lCCO t " ;~·:?!X:,:dl~~ to c:<:;li:tcrn.:i.Ei. State I~.sserably 5 L!.t> Se.ssion,
1 (-;6 () 1 ~T c~·c.:c~~ 2 ] . , ( ~.; a.c:r C:i.~er1·t:o, E ~~· T. Ec>t t_,s, 18 G0) r s c~~Ja.:- ate ly
pag,;:;:;~,.··-r:::e::.<~iZfter cited as "J.'-"lajorit.y and Hinority ;:~eports, 1860.n

statement will be repudiated later by military
docul:tents.,

47 11

.
.
J.laJG.n.ty and !·!inority Reports, 1860."
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1856-1857 at Ilfteen.

48

The winter was unusually severe.
m::de travel i::;;)o.ssiblc.

~~dia~~

High rivers and snow

t~roughout

the coast range

were confined to their rancherias and suffered much from

starvation and cold.

As a result very little hostility was

reported in the northern ranges; however, a different situation existed in Round Valley.

The Indians who had been un-

settled throughout the summer now needed food.

The stock

.
b y t.e
h
.
49
brought 2n
wh.ltes was very temptlng.

During the winter attempts by employees of the Nomecult to reach the Sacramento Valley -v;ere nUinerous.

The

reservation Indians were often employed as burden bearers.
'l'his Has one of the fmv \'lays they could earn food.

would

about fifty pounds.

weig~

exceptio~

.

They worked naked with the

of a deer skin around their shoulders.

~

t h.er.i d lee. ..

who Horked as a trapper.
_t.J~

.L ... ·~

1R56

............. ~'-
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~'las

a man named 'Thatcher

He and a friend Here killed in the

The event seemed to signal the beginning

•

of open hostility.

48-

Kost of

50

'I'he :Cirst white settler killed

o~
S ~rl·-~
.

A load

The settlers began destroying reservation

.

J.Jnd.

Beard, Ea£1y

~~tt1ement,

pp. 1-15.

50 neposition of Arthur Benjamin in "Najority ana
Ninorit.y Heports, 1860."
5lry

~otter,

~anuscript,

1880, pp. 1-5.
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property and killing the Indians. 52

The situation grew steadi-

ly worse, and the reservation Indians tried ~everal times to
escape from the valley.
origi~al

ho~es

they

\·!hen they atteiT:pted to return to their

~ere

recaptured and forced to return.

Finally, they took to the mountains and joined with the Yuki
in an effort to survive.

Those who did not leave the reser-

vation died from starvation or at the hands of the settlers.
It was at this time Henley allowed the settlers to move on
to ti!e lcln.C:. set aside for the Indian.
of @utual

p~otection.

His rationale >va.s one

The settlers claimed the Indians

didn't want to live in the valley and that the surrounding
The understanding was that the
governQent could

ha~e

the land back if it would pay for im-

In future years ·when the legal title to the land
would be in dispute, and this understanding was alluded to
r::any tiDes.

Even Colonel Henley, after being dismissed as
~-

Superintendent for failure to account for funds~

4

and having

acquired a large clain in the valley with his sons, admitted
in 1862 that the government could force the settlers to leave
~, 1 ey •. 55
the --"o..l...

'I'he or;.l}' Ind.i an.s "safe" in the -.;-alley were

-?

:),_Ed'IJ2.:::-ds,

55

Scr.:u~cl,

A,~·ch2.·::olocrical SU.f:_vey, p.

---·---~

-Lar-L·
.....

. . -__.. u-......--.

-~

-

SetL!.eser1t., pp. l-15.
..
-,.~----

10.
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"pet" Indians.

This was a term used to describe the Indians

that gathered around the homes of settlers preferring this life
56
.
. .
. th
to .l 1v1ng
1n
- .e moun t a1ns.
As each settler raised his little log house in the
middle of his claim 1 there congregated around it, by
degrees, a certain number of the most docile and
friendly auong the Indians, who preferred half the
c:Lvilizat.ion of the whites to the barbarism of their
brethern and took upon themselves many of the menial
duties of servants, acting, we may say, in the capacity
of feudal retainers of the house.57
l·~ear:.v;rhile

defense was being

Hhat the settlers called a Har of selfwage~

yield to the settler.

against the Indians who refused to
Early accounts blame two groups· for

the trouble between white and Indian.

These were, of course,

the Yuki and a new element of white man that began to appear
among the law abiding settlers.

This was a class of men

known in the vernacular of the day as "floaters," men without
fixed occupation or homes.
Having no interest at stake, these men were not
scrupulous in their conduct toward the Indian and their
bad example appears to have contaminated some of the
real settlers. From this time, dates the beginning of
r:~c;;rc~ssion and outrages on the part of the ~'ihi tes and
cf India~ retaliation in killing stock, and sometimes
whites, culminating at last in a war of extermination
waged by the whites upon the Indians.58
It has been shown that the first extensive white

56

Potterg Manuscript, pp. l-5.

57T. ass:tn,.
.
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exploration and

settle~er1t

of Mendocino was the result of gold

found in the Trinity Alps.

The settlers attracted to the area

v1ere a rough group \vho banded together to protect their interests and welcomed a life free of outside authority.

The Yuki

reacted by hiding in the nountains and avoiding contact.
This proved unsuccessful when the government decided it also
\>lanted the valley for use as a reservation and began to move
other Indian groups into the area.

The increased population

made it inpossible for the Yuki to avoid interaction.

i'lith-

in a six nonth period, therefore, four new groups were introduced to the Yuki; displaced Indians, government employees,
the white settlers and the army.

The conflicts arising from

this mixture are discussed in. Chapter Three.

CHAPTER III

cm~FLICTS

.~RIS

II:'G FROI·l CULTURl1.L IDTERAC'l'ION

Before the invasion of

~ound

Valley by the white

settler, the Yuki lived a contented life.

Unlike the Indians

of the plains, the Yuki '"ere not mig:r-a:t.-:ory in their habits ..
Their rancherias \vere of a permanent nature6

The food supply

was ab;;;.ndan t ..

'.;:'he first intrusion was by a government employee •. Simon
P. StoiGS, and the Indians he brought from Nevada County.

The

Yuk.:L appear to have rescr1ted this encroachment far more than
(.

the movecent of early white settlers.

In fact, they regarded

the vlhi t:e ;:;1aD a.s a superi.or being, er:cdcHed vJi th many of the
a.ttr.ibutes of their Great Spirit ..

59

ThEi

Indians do not appear

to have placed any inpediment in the .,;av of the establishment
"-.

of a white comnunity.

They lived

i~

the surrounding nountains

but eue to the severe winters were forced to kill stock to
survivr:::.
The main problem of the reservation Indian was also
foo.-i.

The quality and honesty of the agents varied a great

deaJ.~

In testiDocy given in 1860, the estiroate5 of the
Ind.l.an ..-, that could be supporte,:l en tlw .:r:eser.vat.ion

44
covered a spectrum from five hundred to five thousanct.
hundred would be the correct year around figure.

6

°

Four

The Indians

were forced to kill whatever was available to survive.

Testi-

many given by many settlers however stated that the Indians
always had enough food and that. they \·.rere atter:1pting· to drive
the white man from the valley.

61

It does appear that in the

early years the Indians did exercise some degree of selectivity
v1hen killing stock.

c.

H& L. Hall, .vho worked for Judg·e S.

Hastings, the founder of Hasting Law School, attributed the
cause of his Indian trouble to the following incident.

In

1859, he had employed thirteen Indians in place of pack mules
to haul soods.

He had

pro~ised

each a

pay~ent

shirt~

of one

·m-.er::. th':;? .shirts did not arrive t'·iO Indians coritplai.n.edo
said be 'd?:'d.pped t.he t'>·Jo Ir;.dians to keep

the.r.~

quiet.

Hall

All the

A few days later several horses were kill-

ed.

Hall tben org2nized a party of men and killed fourteen

~.,?J·-r·s
.. d.l ..

...L.t ..

~t

•-

62
-~~alJ.·~~J.·o~
a..l....
! ...

~~-~..!.-~:!\.-

The killing of the first "•lhi te 111an

gives further ex2nple of Indian selectivity.
though the victim's favorite
Indians at long range.

amuse~ent

It seems as

was the shooting of

Goaded to desperation the Indians

and Minority Reports, 1860."

62 _,_)J.Q
., . ~ • ·
1
........-.-. ..-~110
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.. ?

killed him. ~
0

~he shedCing of the first white blood,

hollever,

gave an additional i2petus to the already fact growing animosity
~as

All stock loss
ed groups would attack

In~ian

cha~ged

Vlllages.

to the

As the

I~~j.2~s.

nu~ber

Ar~-

of

settlers ir1creased so did aggression against the Indian.

The

killing was indiscriminate and soon the reservation Indians,
\'lho

no"~.-l

realized that the agents \muld not st<md up to their

'i'lhi te neighbors, also fled into the r;:ourLtc.ins.

O:r:ce in the

mountains the Indians atteDpted to retaliate by killing stock
which they did not

actua.:~

J.y need.

The settlers therefore

stepped up their attacks.
The settlers under the leadership of Judge Bastings
organized a com;)any of nen '. :mder the cor:.1mancl of a Captain
Jarboe of Uki.ah.

J1..1dge Hastings pror..i.sed the fort::/ r:1s'nbers

of the compan:'/ he Hould secure state r.10:1ey for 'ivage.s and
It appears that a great deal of graft occurred in
connect~on

with Captain Jarboe.

William T. 3cott testified

that Ja:boo had approached him to join his conpany.
refused saying he would not afford the time and
not approve ,Jarboe's conduct.

~hat

Scott
he did

Jarboe told him tha"!: he did

not have to participate to be paid and that the state would
never J:r"C"-'' the difference..

This appears to be an a·ttE:mpt by

those in favcr of such a company to enlist all the settlers in

63r:-«-.l'""c,.; r
..l

Ct•..::; .... ~ ...l., •· I

fhronicles, p. 25 •
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the valley as a means of protection from possible legal actione
If those who did not favor the extermination of the Indians had
accepted money from Jarboe they would have been less likely to
openly protest his actions.

Jarboe also propositioned Scott

to go into business with him and another

a nc.m nar.ted P.obinson..
as liquorf

cigars~

mer.~ber

Scott was to have supplied such goods

oysters. sardines, crackers, white shirts

ar:d ca:r·ds to th.e company and charge a high
the~

of the company,

price:~.

He would

collect the poney from the state and divide the profits

between Jnrboe, Robinson and hinsel£. 64

H.

Euckles testified that Jarboe had also wanted him

H~

t.o join the commar.'d..

Buckles asked Jarboe under what authority

he was acting as he had not yet received a commission from the
Governor.

Jarboe replied that Judge Hastings and Colonel

Henley (the Indian Agent) had
through the legislature.
b~!J.

pro~ised

to get the bill passed

Buckles refused because he could not

ieve a promise by Judge Hastings and he di.d not feel this

to be a proper method.
G~

65

W. Eenley, son of Colonel Henley, said that he had

supplied Captain Jar·boee
:C:•;)t.

s7et

<;;_r:~'.::·.;YlG

cooperateg
dred

Henley did so because Jarboe could

elsr.: in the valley c:apable of supplying him

to

The bill for Henley•s provisions was fifteen hun-

dollars~

This was for a three month

period~

Jarboe was

47

actually Hasting's second choice for command.
had refused

co~mand

Dryden I.acock

because he felt Hastings would never pay

.
66
h l.m.

Jarboe's company worked in the following manner; a settler would report missing stock, Jarboe would then kill the
Indians he felt responsible.

It is interesting to note that

J-arboe' e company had been in operation over a month before it
received legislative approval.

In response to questions con-

cerning that lack of total support of his actions by the
settlers, Hastings replied that individuals in Jarboe's company
were in direct proportion to the amount of stock lost.

He

also testified -that before attempting to organize a. prot.ection
company he had appealed to the Army for help and that the
commanding officer had replied that he hoped the IndiaitS would
kill all of Hasting's stock. 67
Jarboe estimated the number of Indians killed by his
company in excess of two hundred.

Estimates of the loss to

the white community vary from twenty head of
over one thousand.

lj~estock

to well

68

The following report of William Frazier is representative of the actions of Jarboe's company:

--------------------66_1 . d
-·.L )1.

..

67 rbid.

--

68-r

.

_!_})J.d.
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• we left Long Valley in the evening and traveled
in the niqrrt until He sai·< the fire of an Indian :rancb0r.ia,
..::l1.ich ranc~·::eria, He surrou!',ded "Yihen day was 1::::-eakJ.n.g, and
~;c.,_j_ted i.1~~t.i.l r.~.ear su!"l up beforE:! vJe atto.::.~kcc? and killed
t ~:.. c:-::: :.-, ~:. c:;<-:,s is t i ::.;· o-::. !:::..: c J:s
:::c~L:r.:. ~7 .::; a.!:J 0. c ~.:i 1<J r· er1, and
also took two squaws and one child, prisoners; • • • we
:fc ur::j l.:! L.J:. is:: :-: C~::.Cl1{:~r i a. r1 0 S .i c;J:l.S 0 f a :c~ ~' . . ¢..e. ~;r ~~<.) 0.ti. Ol1S
having bee~ co~~itted by these Irdians.o9
1

Frazier

we~t

o~

to testify that he

being made on e:Lther a
"T'

..~..n

~·ibite

k~ew

cf no attack ever

pe.rson or a resi.dence by the

d'J..a.ns .. 70
Durin~

the legislative investigation of the situation

many settlers justified the attacks on unsuspecting Indians
by tbe stock carcasses found in their rancherias.
hi~self

Battaile,

a

settler~

Lawrence

called this a fabrication.

The Indians frequently come and tell rne that animals
rJ.av.::; cii. ec:. <md as}: t.he privilege of gcinc.r and. qetting

theru to eat • • • they usually cut it up and take the
hidet head and all, to the rancheria.71
Starvation and murder were not the only methods of extermination enployed.

Testimony by Nilliam Frazier revealed:

Among these hostile tribes which we attacked, we
no children, and I believe there has been a
pr~ctice of abducting the children from them by some
white men, and for the purpose of pecuniary profit.72
fou~d

Accounts of the kidnapping of Indian children were
---~·--·-·------

69,.. "d

;:...oL.·

70ri~~ d

..:~;;.;. ~·

..., ...

uibid~

--
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In spite of Frazier's testimony in 1860, kidnapping

numerous.

continued throughout the decade.

G. H.

~oodman,

a resident of

Ukiah, claimed he had kidnapped thirteen children with parental
consent.

73

l'Jhen he 1:1as brought to trial r he t·las acquitted.

In

1864 1 two men were arrested in Colusa County for kidnapping
two Indian children from Long Valley.

They were taken to

Ukiah and brought before a magistrate, who immediately disc h argec..1 th
1ern. 74

These acquittals appear to show how lightly

kidn&p?ing was regarded.

s.

F. Cook tabulated the number of

India21 children kidnapped in Mendocino County during 1862 at

~
~
t wo h unarea

o.·~.nd fl.'fty. 75

no

T.T

P • D0 1 e, an I n d'J..an Agen t , re-

ported that these kidnappings so excited the Indians they
retaliated by killing cattle.
abou·t to chastise the guilty.

The settlers then would set
76

The Sacramento Union charged

that an Indian worked as a slave in every fourth house in
Round Valley.

The paper quoted the going price at from

thirty to_ two hundred dollars.

77

Cook stated that this

practice not only drove the Indians to physical and violent

--

---~·-~-·--·

73ro
n
". d
•..:~.
n. ,·,oo ;nan in ~ar~lle ~£eal, April 3, 186274

rJ2..:L<?:.~ ~ December

17 1 1864.

s .. F. Cook, 'rhe .<2onfl.J:s;! .£,et\ve~ _!:].:_t_~ Ca):..?:i.£~ 2.!2dian and i'Thi t:e Ci viliza~cion,{Derkeley, University of California" rrC'ss~43T;-val. r"rr~ P· 6o.
75

/G Reoort· o f t h e Comm.lSSJ..oner
.
.
I a·
Aff .
o f~ _l!_]:E.l.l
...;_,.-.~l.:t:,§.,
ing·ton,

D7c:-,-rs6l >-:-P.149.

'77

The Sacramen·to Union
-_,...
----

1

July 19, 1862.

(~vash-
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retaliation but created an intensive aversion to the type of
labor in which kidnapped persons were employed.

This greatly

retarded the Indian's adootion of white labor customs. 78 .
The third prirr.ary cause of the high native r::ort.ali ty
rate i•las probably disease.

~ I~~

Y.2EJ.s.

Centur', in an article

printed 12 May 1860 stated:
A gentleman who had spent much time in Mendocino
County informs us the intercourse of the whites with the
Clear Lake Indians • • • has laid the foundation for the
ul ti.:ov.te exterr:tinatio:: of the r2..ce by dise&se • • • of
five or six hundred squaws, from ten years old and upwa~dn, he was assu=ed not a solitary individual was
79
e Y<•''•':Jt
.... ·- ..

.

~·;.

P. Dole, the local agent at Round Valley, stated

~.

that even though the military was the Indian's only protection,
the mixing and cohabitation with squaws was quickly spreading
80
.
.,_
deat h an d d lsease
awong th
.e t rlDes.

With a venereal dis-

ease rate at over fifty percent for the local Indian population, i t is not difficult to seE: the impact this had on
physi£al stamina and moral fiber6
Other diseases that reached epidemic

prooo~tions

this period were measles, dysentery and malaria.

1876 to 1890 ninety-seven percent of the Indians

In the years
o~

the Round

Valley Ncservation were reported as sick and requiring a
~-----

78

Cook, Confli.££, p. 6.

79 '-'an Fra'~cisro fu lle·tir
~
u:;:_....:....__--:.....:., Jur.e 13, 1860 •
....

-...:..:....

; !.

..... -

p. 15.

during
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physician's care.

This figure would make it safe to assume

the annual incidence of disease
out 1870 was one

~undred

d~ring

percent.

the late 1850's through-

Cook estimates

th~t

during

the 1860's in Round Valley ten percent of the Indian popula.
d.1e
. d eac1
1 year rrom
~
.
--'
81
3 •
t1on
var1ous
~lseases.

The Indians of Mendocino were totally overwhelmed by
the tremendous number of settlers who arrived during 1856 to
1866.

The conversion of their native range and habitat into

white ranches and tmvns was accomplished in an incredibly
short time.

The Chinese population of Trinity County (approx-

imately fifteen miles north of Round Valley) alone reached
two thousand five hundred by 1860.

82

This rapid rise in the

settler population coupled with the hi0h Indian density was
probably a major cause of the intense violence that occurred.
S. F. Coo}c estimated tha·t ei9ht hundred and fifty Indians
died a violent: death

the hands of Hendocino County settlers

;~t

between l851 and 1860.

83

by disease destroyed the
The most

commo~

These deaths along with those caused
~orthcoa.st

Indian.

ailment in Mendocino, as throughout

the stater was venereal disease.

It is also interesting to

note, however, that throughout settlement period there was an
_ _ _ _ _._ _ _* _ __

p. 23.
82 "ca1ifornia His·torical .Honuments, 11 compiled from a
series of articles in P. G. and E. _!?_1".£.£}.:.£;-~, (June, 1970), p. 8.
83(.'·
,oOt·,

1

c or: ...~,.
"" J..c t-

-~---'

p. 147.,
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abser:ce o£ s;,.;eeping epiderr:ics.
I~dians

the

Diseases apparently attacked

continuously, or at least frequently, in a

chronic form or by small local flare-u9s, thus exacting a
stead~

toll of lives over a long period.

It seems that

virtually every disease in California was present in Round
Valley.

Death by disease continued to be the main killer in

Round Valley lor:g after the violence had subsided.

The an-

nual death rate between 1876 and 1890 by disease was 3.1 percent of the population.

This was due to atrocious sanitary

condi.t.ior.s r poor diet ar:d exposure.

:·ledical authorities re-

ported a fifty-eight percent decline in population from 1876
to lace ~-clucivo 84
.... '-•......

-~-~.:..

llo7-

~ ....

ITr:der t"'>.:r:erican domination, the problem of food supply
also becar.::e acute.
food
i•ras

su.pyl~'

Unlike the Spanish period >'ii th a large

raised :ty the missionaries, the Anerican invasion

cbaracter~:Lzed

by a depletion of aboriginal food sources.

:i?ror.::. tl:.c standpoint of racial co:::.flict, the subject of

food
a~d

p~esents
()f

itself in two ways; that of population changes

,.:_:ul "t.u.::·'-;.J al te:r·::1 tiCJJ~s..

\:iheth;;r t:lw. tot:al Ind.ia..n. diet

ever·y ed?..l:l.e pla.nt a:nd anirr,aJ..

23.

The most inportant factor is
~·;ras

depleted"'

'I~e

The food. supply

main staples were acorns,
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rabbit and deer.
with nature.

85

The Indian had struck a very precise balance
Ecologically, therefore, any disturbance in

the Indians• relationship to his environment would be followed
by serious repercussions.

This disturbance did occur with

the introduction of settlers, miners and cattle.

The Indian

was driven away from his prime food sources and the food
source was removed by destruction or other use.

Those Indians

that chose to remain free of the reservation (where the food
supply vJas also inadequate) Here forced to retreat into sparse
regions where the food could not support their nur.1bers.
result of this removal was resistance by the natives.

'l'he
War-

fare inevitably followed:
This river is rated as the best in the country for
salDcn fish, which consti~utes almost the whole subsistence of the Indians.
The vlhi tes took the vlhole river
a.nd crovJded t.he Indians in·to the sterile mountains, and
Nhe)! ·they came back for fish they were usually shot. 86
The distance between the Indians and their food sources
was not the only reason for hunger.

The Indians were dependent

upon the natural supply of both plants and animals.

Since

these foods were not available the entire year the Indian
method was to gather food,
use.

treat it, and store it for future

If the Indians were pursued or attacked during the

85

A. L. Kroeber 1 !:l.c:pdbooJ~ .91. .!.b.~ 1E.,dian-2_ 2f s:;alifor~,
(Government Printing Office, Washington, D. c., 1925).
86 Letter from General G. F. Beale to the Governor, July
12, 1855, as quoted by Tassir1 in _£hrord.cles, p. 118.
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period of food prepa=ation, an entire year's supply @ight be
ruined~

To show the hardships endured by the Indians of the

Northcoast it nay be worthwhile to present the following
sketch of events from 1855 to 1865.
·taken directly from A.
~,~est,

J.

The quotations were

Bledsoe's Indian l'lars 91,

lb.£ l\'orth-

as quoted by S. F. Cook in The Conflict :Set'\'leen t.he

.
l . ~
ca~1~orn1a

87
I nc1an
1.
. ....
. .1 .
·
ana" t-1
~11~e C1v1 1zat1on •

·~ Q~ h
-1.. .... J ......) •

.7·:iners attack and burn "several" rancherias.
Vclunteers attack two rancherias at Weitschpeck.
A reseYvation is set up on the Klamath and all
Indians of the region are removed to it.

1856.

Object to removal to
Hupa Indians under arms.
:reservation.
A rancheria attacked on Redwood Creek.
l.not:her rancberia destroyed on Red1vood Creek.
A rancheria destroyed on Bear River

The

\·-d.1~t.er

1858.

of 1356-1857 was hard.
"It meant a struggle for
self preservation by the Indians, a struggle against
natural forces in which the vlhites ·were not a factor.
Nany ~~tole tribes had been pushed into the mountains.
'I'he lr;.dians \·Jere 11 chastened" by the winter and \•ter.·e
q·u.iet in 1857.
'.l'he "Vi;Lnt:oons 11 on the head\vater s of Redwood Creek,
The Bad and Eel Rivers begin depredations.
7hree expeditions go out.
:;'.a.ncherj_a a.ttacked on Grouse Creek.
Two expeditions ambushed.
I~'ld.i 21.n .s ,,.;.:;_ thdr a-<.,7 s;·1 tirely from the Nad River to the
head~aters of Yaeger Creek.
Three rancherias destroyed on Yaeger Creek.
Indians are driven slowly into a small area on the
headua. t1.~rs o£ ·the hc:.d and Yacs;er.
There are seventeen camps. These attacked and destroyed•
A r~1cheria attacked on Redwood Creek.

--------~-----------~~tli£1,

pp. 28-30.
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1859.

One hundred women and children sent to Mendocino Reservation.
l~ big .storr:1 occurs in January.
"The hostiles, u::1able
t.o hunt on the mountains and afraid to go dovm on
the streams, were actually starved into su~~ission
\vi thin four v.Jeeks. "
February:
all rancherias raided; 160 Indians sent to
lle:>G.ocino.
Sporadic raidir:g on EeJ. Pi·:.-·er a:r:d in
l~attole Valley, also on the Van Duzen and :-:ad Rivers ..

1860.

Most of the Wintoons escape from the reservation.
Indian Island massacre--the ~iyot practically destroyed.
A rancheria destroyed on Mad River.
r·our hundred a.:"d forty J::ndians sent to :Klamath Reservation; in a few months all had escaped.
They were
now all dependent upon the whites for subsistence.

13~1.

"' ro.:1cberia .burned at Iaqua.

A ra~cheria destroyed on Boulder Creek.
Two rancherias destroyed on the Mad River.
A rancheria destroyed on Larrabee Creek.
Another rancheria destroyed on Larrabee Creek.
Se~tem~er to December:
fifteen engagements in Humboldt
County, at least four ranche~ias destroyed~
1862.

11
Condi tior--..s llluch the same.
'rhe marching ab3. countt~r
lil·rtrching was continuous throughout the year • • ..
The prisoners were mostly of friendly tribes who
willingly surrendered for the sake of temporary
si;2l ter and food. 11
Ca~o near Arcata attacked.
Camp on Little River destroyed.
Eight hundred captured Indians removed to Smith River
Reservation.
In two months all had escaped and
returned.

1863.

Conditions much the same~
Eupa de:.:;troy a fr:iend1y rancheria on Stone Lagoon ..
A rancheria des~royed on north fork of Eel.
A battle on Redwood Creek.
rl ra~cheria destroyed in Hoopa Valley.
A battle on south fork of the Trinity.
Another battle on Willow Creek.
A~other battle, near Arcata, at Bald Eountain.

1864-.

Fighti~g on the South Salmon.
A battle in Mattole Valley.
A battle between Mad River and Redwood Creek.

,..

________.. -
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Skirnishing now incessant.
The policy was to wear
do\·m the lr1di ans by 11 keeping the::~ r.~oving, and preventing the~ fro~ laying in supplies of food and
a:::r::"L:.r:i tion." .:~_.lso by preventin.g the v.:oh',en ar~d children from resting.
i.·:,.
1:di-.i. ::ller·ia O.estro:t--ed or1 Zel River.
z.• "Lu:-.<ber" of rancherias destroyed in April.
A zancheria destroyed in July on the ~attole.
1

1865.

By· JaLue:try 1865 1

"'l'ri:1i ty County \12.S cleared of all
who lived in rancherias and tribal relations
• The hostile tribes had been killed or captured,
had been flooded by storms and driven by man, had
bee~ st?rved and beaten into absolute and final subjection."
India~s

Bledsoe's chronicle shows how the tribes of the northwest fared.
example.

The sufferings of a specific group can give further

The Hat Creeks and the Concows were part of a large

group of Indians shipped to Round Valley in 1860.

The Agent,

James Short, reported that in 1862 four hundred of these Indians had left the reservation headed for the Sacramento
Valley.

88

Since no food was available for the coming winter

they had migrated to avoid starvation.

They arrived at the

Foam-Lackee :Reservation and stayed until November when the
citizens of the town of Tehama requested their remova1.

89

Although the Indians were totally destitute they were forced
to move to the Sacramento River and then to the Bidwell Ranch
near Chico.

90

It was now the summer of 1863.

Only three

--------------·-------Sacramento Union, September 30, 1862.

89

San

i2=~.Lf::.£2.

Bullet.i:.!l, November 6, 186.2.

90"
.
1
.
~~S~Y~l~ ~EE~~r June 24, 1863.
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hundred Indians were still alive.

The Indian Bureau then forced

their removal back to Round Valley.
~ove

caused the

Arm~

The brutality of this last

to usurp the authority of the Indian

It seer::s that the Indians who dropped out of tr.a narch

A-;e.nt.

were left to die on the traill

The ranking military officer

in Round Valley was forced to comna.ndeer equipmerJt and supplies
for the care and transportation of these Indians.
To the Indians on the Round

Valle~/

ReservD.tion and to

native Yukip the greatest anguish was probably caused by the
settlers~

waysv

cattle and hogs.,

'I·heir influence was felt in two

The first was the fencing in of free range preventing

the rodent drives used to procure foodE
dra~atic

The second and most

was the activity of these animals.

They were in

direct cor.1peti tion with the Indians for survival.

Under the

protcctio:n_ of the 'settlers the cattle ate the grasses "'hich
produced the Indians' seeds and the hogs ate the acorns.

Partial starvation was

conmon~

Lack of food weakened resis-

tance to disease and lowered the birth rate.
buted to nental and moral lassitude.

It also contri-

Many mothers died in

childbirth and the natural secretion of milk was often below
the .::n.:.bsistencE; level of a ne\>lborn child.
1Nen though not all Indians were exterminated by the
"V.'hi.te p:rog.r·am of genocide in Hendocino,

it effect:ed every

aspect. of the Iives of tho!,;e Indians who survived..

They were

belie:?ed to be sub-human and v1ere treated as such.,

Their
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children were kidnapped and their women sold into slavery.
Starvation brought disease which attacked both friendly and
hostile.
group.

The Indians could not survive as a distinct ethnic
Ironically the Army was the only white group that af-

forded the Indians protection.

A more detailed analysis of

the Army's role during settlement is contained in the following
chapter.

CHJ-lP T ER IV

'l"HE EOLE OF THE HILITARY
The first Federal troops to arrive in Mendocino County
did so in December of 1858.

These troops,

'D' Company, Sixth

United States Infantry, had recently been transferred from
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, to Benicia, California.

When the

Sixth Infantry reached Benicia is not certain, but the regiment passed through Sacramento on the 11th of November, 1858.
Benicia was under the command of Brigadier General
Newman S. Clarke.

General Clarke was a close personal friend

of the Indian Superintendent, Thomas Henley.

Henley bad

i·.:ri t -t:e::-1 Clarke requesting troops at Round Valley

11

for the

purpose of protecting property from Indian depredations and
to protect the Indians from the consequences at the hands of
H h J.' t·e

nen. 1192

The troops were dispatched on the 13th of

December under the command of First Lieutenant William P.
Carlin.

The column consisted of nineteen wagons, each hold-

ing one thousand eight hundred pounds of supplies.
wagon was drawn by six mules.
\vha·t is nov.· P.edv7ood Valley.

Each

The company proceeded north to
Rech.-1ood Valley is t.hirty-five

----·-·---91 Tne
'

Sacrar:~ento .QE~_l_y

S~£.:u!:E:.S:E:t2 Q::~);.l~'L union

I

£}.££, November 11, 1858;

l:OVCE1ber 12, 1858.

Th~

91
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miles south of Round Valley.
tena~t

A scouting trip by Second Lieu-

Edward Dillon and a Er. Potter determined that due to

heavy rains and high rivers

~

wagon road over the present

To.:cki Creek (then Blood Creek) and the ridge east of Hedv;ood
1 1

va~~ey

.
. • 1
was lD?OSS1D
e. 93

Eajor Edvrard Johnson joined Carlints unit on the 23rd
o£

Dece:~:ber

ca~p

1259.

aDd took command.

He selected a location for a

and officially founded Fort Weller on the 3rd of January

The fort was named in honor of John B. Weller, Governor

and fo=roer

u. s.

Senator of California~

94

In Januaryr Johnson sent Lt. Dillon ahead into Round
Valley with seventeen enlisted rnen.
lish a post near the reservation.

His orders were to estabHe was to afford all the

aid in his power to the local Indian Agent and employees on
the reservation, to induce as many Indians as he could to come
down £rom the mountainsf to prevent the Indians from

~olesting

t.he ·v;hi test and to protect the Indians fror.1 the vlhi te

settlers.

95

Lt. Dillon's instructions were very difficult to follow.
'J,he number of men at his disposal was too small.

In order to

carry out his objectives he was forced to station small detachme~ts

2t critical points throughout the area.

~-----~----

219.

I.,_.J

~,

··--'I'asoin,

~icles,

P~

26.

Dillon's
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inadequete force,

coupled with his humanitarian attitude to-

ward the Indian, created a difficult situation.
incurred the hatred of nany settlers.
three groups of '.-.'hi tes ( ci vi 1,
did not galvanize well.

De quickly

The prerogatives of the

r:-~ili t2.ry

<md Indian aut11or i ties)

'I'hese complications, Hhen added to the

white and Indian conflict, proved impossible to solve.
It appears that the settlers believed the Army would
destroy or remove the Indians.

When it became clear this was

not to be the case i.:hey peti·tioned sacrar.1ento for the right to
96
r
~
r
t ec t 1on.
•
IOrm
a vo 1 un t ary company IOr
se 1 I-pro

The request was addre3sed to Governor Weller and it
wa~

referred by him to General Clarke.

General Clarke in

turn referred the letter to Major Johnson at Fort Weller.
Hajor ,Johnson's reply dated Hay 1, 1859, emphatically denied
the assertions of the settlers.

The attitude of the local

military is revealed in Johnson's reply:
The Yukas have not been for the past two years, nor
are they now, at open war with the whites; but the whites
have waged a relentless war of extermination against the
:::ukas, maJ:ing no distinction be·tween the innocent and the
guilty.
They have ruthlessly massacred ~en 1 women and
chi.ldren. 9 7
Johnson went on to say that i t would not be necessary

96
Q~l

Ibid.

1

p. 29.

J'Letter fro~ Major Edward Johnson, USA, to General
Newman s. Clarke, ;,lay 1, 1859, as printed in The Overland
~!.:~!•-tr,., (July 1887), p. 25.
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fo:;:· the Government to finance such a company bec2.use the work
of extermination had been going on since the first white settleme~t.

The difficulty not•7, he su;gested, vias that with the Army

present the slaughter \·las not proceeding fast enough to suit

the views of certain unscrupulous speculators and stock
ov;rners.

98
'I'hosas Henley, Superintendent of Indian Affairs for

California, took exception to this and to a subsequent. report
made by r:ajor J'ohnson.

Ee published a rebuttal in The San

In his letter Henley cast aspersion on

2ajor Johnson's courage and also attenpted to discredit Lt.
Dillon.

99

His letter was then answered in The

Herald by Lt. K. P. Carlin on March 13, 18GO.

c-. ......

"'-' 0.1!

Frai1cisco

Lt. Carlin,

who ·Has lat:e::· to distinguish himself as a Gene:!:·aJ. on the
fields of Tcr).r:essee, Georgia and Alabama,

Eenley £or

totally chastised

~is re~arks. 100

However, as this controversy continued, the State
Legislatu:ce

Carlin

die~

the~efore

authorize such a company of volunteers.

Lt.

ordered Lt. Dillon to bring onto the reserva-

tion as cany Indians as possible to prevent their deaths at

Sc:in :Fr ar1ci sco National, February 5, 1860.
--~.....-----..---

Sa?'1 Fra.ncisco Herald,

March 13, 1860.
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the hands of the settlers.

Dillo~,

Lt.

however, had great

difficulty 9ersuading ths Indians, as they no longer trusted

any '\'hi te n2r:.

Finally or.

Octo~:>er

22, 1859,

~:ajo::-

wrote an official letter condennir:.g the conpar:.y.

Johr:.son
This letter

led to a State Investigating Coomittee which met in February
of lGG0.

101

It appears that the criticism of Dillon by the settlers
was not justified.

They resented the fact that he would not

authorize action against the Indians unless guilt was definiteHe would, however, track down Indians he be-

ly established.

lie-.'ed (;uilt::t of killirlg stock and on one occasion killed two

".
.l
h.acL~ J..J.re
c.
d on
ai~t·er r..1ey
I r:ala.:s

1

.
.1V3

.
102
r::ten.

Najar Johnson, later a· General for the Confederacy, also

ca~e

to Dillon's defense.

The main point of hostility

between Dillon the settlers was that Dillon spent
time protecting the Indians.

~ost

of his

Major Johnson pointed out that

this was one of the reasons Thomas Henley had requested the
Army's help.

Johnson also notifed General Clarke that it was

ridiculous for troops to protect the settlers in that there
had never been an attack on a white residence.

The settlers

then protested that the Army should protect their cattle.

----·--.------·-101

The

Letter from Major Edward Johnson, USA~ to General
Clarke, October 22, 1859, as referred to by Tassin
in f]}.~9_2licJ. es_, p. 2 6.
102 "i\r.,..:,or1' 4·v and Einor.it'r Reports, 1860. 11

New~an

c.

_...l(.:;.:,J

..

•

t.......

..z.
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reply to this request was that if the white settlers would allo1.1 the Indiar: a staz:dard of living equal to that of their
cattle, there uould be r.o trouble.,

Johnson also reoorted that

tr:e set:tle:::-s had nothir:,g to do during the C:.a:i· exce:_:;t care for

.........ne.:t_r
.
. .._. . l e, so tb.1-a t
ca-c.t.

. 1 1.. t ary assls"tance
. .
"t·ras ~
.u.o t

n.~

-" ~ 10 3
.1..:.ee."''ea..

It 'das during this period that Lt. Daniel D. Lynn,

statior:ed at Fort HurJ.boldt, California, described his vie"iv of
the

gentry•:

t~uckskin

The tezm 'buckskin gentry•
.. er.,braces all tc1ho
~or a li~i~g and have a few ideas ~bout agriculture
a::-.c: ..
., s·tock; all <;;ho are ::.:rcugbt. L: t.o contac-t 1.1i th
lr.dians to tbe extent of •
• forcibly o~taining Indian
se:-~--a:-.·ts ar:d co:1a':Ji tating ui th squa\rs J and 'dno leading
su,cl: a. 1..-:ie \·Ic.::--_der £roo r)lace to place with r:o defj.r:i te

~~~t

, ..Jt- .. 104
c..c-':-...::
C'__

Tr:e settlers in return

~,;ere

r.. ot overl:-L' impressed by the

E. L. Ford testified in 1860:

nilitary.

"As fa:r- as protect-

inr.J tJ:e settlers from Indian outrages,. the United States
troops t:ave never beer: of service in this section of t:he

count:ry."

105

Ford's testinony is especially interesting in that it
gi"',ves a cl.ue t.o the ::otc.l honeless:1ess of the Indians' plight.

pp .. 24-32 ..
lQ,:!._

.

D. Lyr~L, "Re-cu•)rt of ?ort Hur::::-oldt, california, :-~.;:1rch 28, 186l,.u ir: T~'le~ ~£..£ o£ ~~=-~li...9_:;,.: ?; ~.:2~~-~o~
~;;:.~::::.el

.

~~:~-1:.-~~- f;£1{-F~~~ L ~~~~~s 1 ~-~ ( ~~~:-.~~~1~~'·:~ ..c~:.: ~e~~~;~~~::I~~~ie2.,
Pr.:Lj:: t~.L-:.g C::.':fi.ce, 189 7), Pl?• G-9, hereafter cited as Civil Har
I:,.eco~ds41
.4
......_.,...___..

,

o~-

't

J . . . .ln·· . ,
l··.,.aJor~

:l

and

I~incri ty

:S.eport.::;, 1860. 11
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Ford was the sub-agent at the Mendocino Reservation.
This feeling of bitterness toward the military was
further

e~pressed

by Charles B. Dourne, a stockraiser, who

lived near the reservation:
I consider the United States troops stationed here
to be a perfect ~uisa~ce; they have never accocplished
a~ything that any benefit has been derived fron to my
knowledge.
The officer told me that he came here to
protect the Indians and not the whi.tes.l06

Lt. Dillon answered these and other charges in February,
1860.

In testimony given to a State Investigating Committee,

Dillon noted that cooperation between the military and the
settlers stopped when it became known that he was unwilling
to punish Indians without sufficient evidence.

He stated

that the settlers considered themselves the law and resented
authority being usurped.

107

Although Dillon was in the Valley for over a year very
r:E:':i

accounts of Indian depredations Here brought to him.

The

last report he received occurred during the first month of
his command.
f""
u1.

Hall had gone to Dillon and reported the killing

T
),.J"

of several head of cattle.

He Has not sure 1·1hich Indians \v·cre

responsible but requested that the Army punish a group livi~g

___ ___

near his ranch.

__

._.._.

,,

106_-l. }-·i ri
..,J ......

•

Dillon refused, but offered to join Hall in

66
a~

cxocdition to gather evidence.

Hall was to cover one side

oi the Eel niver and Dillon the other.
bring

a~y

suspected

IndiQ~s

to

ever, he killed several Indians

~illo~

~nd

Hall had agreed to
for

made

q~estio~ing.

~c

How-

report to Dillon.

In an ensuing conversation, Dillon i2formed Hall that he
could expect no sympathy from the 1\rmy for further losses.
In answer to charges by Hall that he had stated he hoped the
Indians would kill all of his cattle, Dillon replied:
I ~ever made the remark • • • that I hoped the Indlans would kill all the stock • . • but I did say he
could expect no synpathy fron r;:e t and I did not care
if they killed all his stock.l08
Dillon, however, supplied a few soldiers for Hall's
protection following the Eel River actions.
Dillon vlent on to testify that the employees of the
reservation were either in conspiracy with the settlers or
intimidated by them.

He revealed that on several occasions

overseers had reported crimes com.-r.i tted against Indians on
reservation property.

He was powerless to act, however, be-

cause the overseers were afraid to testify.
one man for the severe beating
propert~i·

o~

Dillon did arrest

an Indian on government

The follot.ling day, t\.;enty-f.ive

sett~lers

charged

into his quarters demanding the release of the prisoner.
refused to free the man.

He

(It was later charged by the settlers

that this same man, a Mr. Bland, was burned at the stake by

....~
1 08I 1..•._-J.l.-...t.
•

---

.
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The settlers said they would return the next

the Indians.)

day and take him by force.

Said Dillon, recalling the in-

cident:
I declined to release him; stated to them I should fire
into them if any atte~pt was nade to pass ~y sentinel; for
soce reason they did not make the attack at the time
sJcated.l09
The only other request for the Army's help was from
Captain ,Jarboe and his volunteer conpany.
Dillo~

Jarboe had Hritten

stating they should cooperate in chastising the In-

dian's for Bland's death.

Dillon refused on the grounds that

Jarboe was acting illegally and that he was not certain Bland
Has d.ead.llO
It appears an attempt 1r1as rr;ade to re-establish communication with the settlers in May, 1860.

Lt. Dillon was trans-

£erred to Fort Bragg and replaced by a sergeant.
detachment Has kept on hand until April, 1861.

A small
\'lith the out-

break of the Civil War, the Army withdrew from the Valley.
There \·;ere no troops in the area until December 11, 1862.

It

was then, at the request of the Department of Indian Affairs,
that the Army returned and immediately placed the Valley under
martial lav;.
There had been many reports of injustices done to the

------109 , .
.'J

1 ,)l.(A..

110~

.

J..bv::!.
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Indians
cently

cc~ing

out of the area.

i~spected

settlers with

0.

Ross Bxowne, who had re-

the Valley for the Indian Bureau, charged the

J~illi~g

out of the Valley,

Indians on the reservation, running them

dest~oying

the Government fences

ing their cattle and hogs into the fields,

a~d

turn-

thereby destroying

the cropse
The settlers were also characterized as being a set of
lawless rnen, and i t was charged that all, or nearly all, were
disloyal to the Government of the United States.

111

The troops sent to the Valley were a company of the
Second California Volunteer Infantry under the cornnand of
Captain Charles D. Douglas.

Im~ediately,

Douglas convened a

court of inquiry to investigate the situation.

The report of

Douglas to General Wright, Cornnander of the Department of
California 1 was surprising.

He stated that the employees on

the reservation could not prove any of the charges made against
the se+.:·tlers •.

The esployees swore that they never saw any

Indians killed on the reservation nor had they ever heard the
settlers threaten to harQ the

Indians.~ 12

In regard to the ch2rge of

were made on political
J..86~i,

v1hen o:ne

~;.f

g=ou~ds.

~isloyalty,

only two arrests

The first case occurred in

t.he settlers \·Jhile

P• 169o

a horse race was
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cheeriL<] loudly fo:::- .St0::18'.-J2.ll ,:;wckson.

J:.:=:tcr beiT:.S taker. in-

to custody he explained he had bet on a horse named

Sto~ewall

Jackson and the horse had won, bringing a nice purse.

Ile was

then asked to take the oath of allegiance in Douglas' office
and placed under a fifteen hundred dollar bond not to cheer
for the horse again.

The second arrest vias r,lade in .i\pril,

1865, \ihen a. man was confined at Camp v·irighi.: for rejoicing
.c p
. "
t L.J.nco 1 n. 113
over cue d ea .....
l-11 o.c
resJ.aen·
J

,__

Douglas went on to blame the Superintendent of Indian
Affairs, George Hanson, and the local Supervisor, JaDes Short,
for all

s~pposed

difficulties in the Valley.

He charged that

the interests of the Government and of the Indians had been
grossly and shamefully neglected, and that the reservation
v1as in poor condition because of the employees,

Douglas was very critical of Short.

not t:he settlers.

He pointed out discrepan-

cies in Short's testimony and stated that Short had told him
privately that the work done on the reservation was shoddy
and that Short would not tolerate such performance on his own
property.

Other. er:tployees testified that the fences on the

reservation did not need to be pulled down; they were so poorly constructed that they could not protect the crops from
cattle or hogs.
The Supervisor said during testimony that he did not

70
know the

of Indians on the reservation, the amount of

nu~ber

provisio~s

available nor the number of horses, cattle or hogs

belo~ging to the reservation. 114
Concerning

Brow~e

1

s

report of a massacre in August,

1862, Douglas stated that the twenty-three Indians shot were
killed in self defense.
these

I~dians

It was the opinion of Douglas that

were wild and hostile, and that everyone in the

Valley including the reservation employees feared them.
Indians killed were
c2.lled

bj

~ylackies

or 'Gun

I~dians'

The

as they were

The r·:ylacky d.:Ld resist t:1e settle.rs

the settlers.

more t112.n the other Indians of the area and there v1as some

evidence

tha~

the sett:l.e1:-s"

they were planning an
It

appear~

orga~ized

attack against

that Douglas believed the story of

the settlers; however, in 1864, he referred to one of the
settlers enga.ged .i:1 the

r:~assacre

as a man wounded v7hile

;:m:r·dsri-.:1g peaceable Indiaas in August, 1862.
t

'
~
•
;wur:::;.::1
.;_,olVJ.La.s

1

•
'
11ave c.h angea-' l:llS
.
r:u_gnt

c .
t·
l..li'S

It seems as
. .
115
opl_nlon.

Douglas was faced by many difficulties as was his

military predecessor.
reservation

The apparent b~d ~anagernent of the

co~tributed

greatly to his troubles.

On several

occasions be became e~broiled with authorities of the Indiari

p. 170 ..

115_., . __.,

~·,

p. 172.

Departnent.

In his

to satisfy the settlers;
agai~st

of the Indians it was imnossible

treat~ent

the settlers.

an~·

kindness was

o~served

as an act

The settlers aDoear to h2ve cooperated

with Douglas, and the records show his relationships as being
.
"1 y an d cor d.1a 1 •
fr1ena
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The military was involved in a three-way struggle between the Indian Department, the Indians themselves, and the
settlers.

The goals of any two of these groups rarely coin-

cidec conpletely if at all.

The follm·;ring episodes give ex-

amples of these difficulties:
In July, 1863, it was reported by reservation authorities that a white man had kidnapped a squaw from the reservation.

Douglas was asked to arrest the man.

The man refused

to give up the girl, and was placed in confinement.
meantime, the girl returned to the reservation.
leased the man, and told him to leave the Valley.

In the

Douglas reHe did so

and then took out a warrant for the Captain's arrest.
charge was false imprisonment.
attempted to arrest Douglas.

The

The county sheriff then
Douglas refused to

allo~

this

and a suit was brought against him in Civil Court: Douglas
los·t by defau.l.t.

I·Jhether he paid the judgment is not }<.nown,

but this incident shows the delicate position of the military

---·'------·--ll G·n.

.

~

~2:..£·,

p.

1 72

•

72
when

~
dea~ing

.
_,, "-ho·'ty
117
with civll
a~~
L~
.••

:-.G!lat:tons wi t.h the Indian Departr..ent -v;ere no less difficult.

I::-1 Decei.tber, 186 3,

a nur.1ber of Indians \\7 ere t:!::'ansferred

from Chico to Round Valley.

Douglas wrote a settler, Jimmy

Short, to t&.J:e care of the Indians who had been left on the
trail~

'I'h-~se:

::nd.:tt:.;:-}.S had been forced to drop behind because

of various sicknesses.
of

~e

~edicine

or nethod

Short was authorized to procure all that

tra~sportation.

would

They had no food,

necessary to bring the Indisns to the reservation.

Douglas also sent a copy of the letter to the Supervisor of
the reservation:
1~e esployees on the reserv~tion will give you all the
aie in th8ir power, (from the supervisor dow~) and if
they refuse to do so properly, you ~ill report the fact
~o these headquarters •
• ~~e O~Ject in view is the
pro?er ca~e and treatment of the cick I~dians, the
shame~ul neGlect c£ ;Jhich has b~c~cht the Governnent of
t_ . .__t;,
h -_, ·,·.....-..l
1--..... -; ~-'"' r'l z, ,_ -. ... e ..._..
-:: i ~ .._ 0 rH " r c.•·...-, +- c. :L 18
.-\...~·VI.

~r.

Jt....~~

:~clendy,

assuDption of
betue,':'n 'che

~ower

seei~:.:::

\..4..-a:;;'I-CJ.._.-4\.~\ ..... C>

the Supervisor,

~retested

against the

Ar~y•s

and an;ry correspondence was exchanged

Sti.perintEO.mder~·t

Califo~nia a~d
It

-...Ll~

of lr:d:Lan Affairs for Northern

General Dright: the area's ?:ilitary Cornmander.
·L:hat in 1863 the

l. ,.., es
p
Cl-··o·-·
~ :....:._~-,

_..:.\:::
••

...

>

.,

Indiar~s
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•
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became more aggressive

73

toward the settlers.
ranche~,

In April of that year George Bowers, a

was reported to have been murdered.

Douglas decided

that he knew the guilty party and started the pursuit.

A

fierce snow storrn was in progress and several Indians had drop-

ped behind the escaping party.
and not

harmed~

These Indians were captured

Hhen he cane upon the main camp the Indians

refused to surrender and six were killed in the first volley.
However, the actual surderer escaped.
killer was a Yuki, named Hope-no-clan.

120

It was determined the

He was arrested the

follo'':iing year and ha.i:1g·ed at Camp 1·1right on the 7th of

Dece;:,ber, 1864.

He had confessed and gave his reasons:

"BOi-.rers Hould kill ue and I thought it best to kill DoHers
first, r,.1hich I d.id by cutting I:is head in three pieces Hi'ch

In July of the same year,

s. s.

Davis, a settler of

the Valley, reported to Douglas that his barn had been set on

fire by

~he

Yuki Chief.

An investigation concluded that this

was part of an Indian plan to kill the settlers, burn their
property and escape into the mountains.

Believing such a

plot ex1sted, Douglas directed a Lieutenant Coffman to go
i::1to t.:·1e rwuntains 1;-ri th four soldiers.

120

He \·las to notify all

Rcport of Charles D. Douglas to Lt. Col. R. c. Drum,
Ass:Ls tG.n-1: A.dj uUHl t-·GeneraJ, Department of the Pacific, April
11, 12-63, Civil I'Jar Recor~, pp. 203-204.
Chronicles,
--

p. 173.
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settlc=s o£ the danger and to

scttlc~c~t

in~iCc

Coff~a~

~;as

the house, five

ing towa=d the

se~d

them to the Valle7 in order

told that nost of the

well-ar~ed

buildi~g.

t~en

outl~in7

settlers

Indians we=e observed creep-

the soldiers were discovered,

the Ir:cd1ar;.s °C:Cied ·to run but four of them 'I;Jere killed.
~aG

this

occur~ingr

Douglas had arrested five additional InThese Indians were tried for conspiracy

diar;s in the Valley.

and

co~victed

India:1s.

1863.

S.

'
!::>.

on the testinony of both settlers and friendly

'I'he f h'e Indi ar-~s were sente:-:ced to hang ,July 21,

'J.'he Li0bt before the hanging t'ltlO r:;ore Indians, includ-

.
Dnv::t..s.

"' tot a..l
••

o:;:- e 1 EHren

T
~n d

.
d leo.
. ' d ur lng
.
.~o-h
·
h • 12 2
lans
... e mont

This w2s the last outbreak of violence

The

Hhile

a.r\'~2,

i~

the Valley.

ho\JE''ler, remained ur:.de:r nili tary occupation for

thirteen years thereafter.
In December of 1864, Douglas' troops were reinforced by
a troop of the Pirst Battalion Native Cavalry California
VoluP.-teers"

but due to

T:.·,is

'H<:ts

evid~nce

not because of a possible Indian threat,

of Southern

sy~pathizers.

Dongla;:;; and his volunteers \·:ere n::d.icved in April of
1866, aLd replaced by Captain William H. Jordan and a company

26-27.
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of the
Na~1

United States Infantry.

~inth

1 1869, relieved b;;' a ::ajor

States Ir:.far. tr:l·

the Valley

o~

In turn,

~·:·ood:cuf:E

I·1ajor T·7ooC.ruff

and the

co~tr:t2.21ded

was, in

Jorda~

'l'~·.7elfth

t~~til

t1~9

United

1'\r:ll)i

left

July 26, 1876.

Thus the role of the United States Army in Round Valley
can be

see~

~ost

clearly through the actions of Lieutenant

EdHa.::-d Dillon and his succ(;ssor,

Cap·tain Charles Douglas.

Dillon was a professional soldier who becane a Colonel in the
Confederate Army.

He seems to have been a forceful man, in-

tent on doing what he considered correct.

He showed outward

contemot toward the settlers and was openly
of them.

disli~ed

by many

There is little question that he sided primarily

with the Indians and had little regard for the 'buckskin
gentry. •

His actions, which temporarily helped ·the IDdians,

also contributed to their continuing plight.

Conditio~s

and

communications between the Arrny and the citizens became so
strained

~hat

Dillon

~as

ordered away from the Valley.

lfuat

followed, however 6 cannot be attributed solely to Dillon's
lack of tact.

Attitudes throughout the state, reflected in

the legislature, made the Indians• position untenable.

It

should also be noted that not all the settlers in the Valley
Here at odds ·vri th either the Army or the Indians.

Among ·the

res idc!·1ts ·were r.:ten of integrity who took no part in any illegal
conduct.

It is also in·teresting that military reinforcements

were needed to intimidate Southern sympathizers during the
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Civil War, but that Dillon, also a
at odds with the local populace.
DilJ.on

\las

deter~ined

persor:al conflicts

8

Souther~er

was constantly

This seems to indicate that

to carry out his orders regardless of
He appears above all else a hum.ani ta:r-ian,

and unde= his control troops atte@pted to eliminate all forms

oi violence ..
soldier~

Douglas, unlike Dillon, was not a professional

He uas a Californian serving as a volunteer during the Civil
Thiz perhaps is a partial exolanation why his approach
to the

pro~leD

i~

arrival

differed so much from that of Dillon.

Upon his

the Valley, Douglas seems to have accepted the story

of tbe sett.l.ers.

He agreed initially that

t~he

source of the

Indian problem was the enployees of the Indian Bureau.
Douglas was cuch more active in chastizing Indians, and it
appears that his main concern "!.-'las for the settlers.

Perhaps

this course of action was a partial cause in the increase of
violent. acts by India.ns; once it. , .;as kno-.;vn they could expect
less p.:-ot:ection from the Army, the I;:1dians actively resisted
the settJ.er:s in aJ.l _?ossible \Jays..

Another contributing

factor vas the probable total frustration experienced by the

InrJj_c:.n.s.,
becaeE~

i'&I.tiliar tv:'. th all t:he factors involved ..

under his
India~~

Douglas did, however, become more moderate as he

co~~and

ended ..

It \·las also

that violent conflict between settler and

c::.?\PTER V

di SCO\lCJ:':.:-

O

.....c

n <:::o,ct1-lp~n' .t-no•-+-J..'
o..c
.t..'l-,e
ar1."""
-- _ c·-··c:
.JJ..~.~..
.1...
L..l.l ...
1-_.i

.....,.

J..

---

J.

gold.,

the Indians of the Central

s t.t-:-. te were in a compa}:-a.ti vely

advanced state of civilization.

The Indians throughout the

Qountains of the Northwest were in their original condition.
AnthropologiGt B. N. Aginsky stated that this was the only
123
totally tmaffected primi 'l:i ve culture in the 1\rner.:i.ca:n l':est.

There was no contact before mass settlement.,
It appears that throughout the western movement, the
des~iny

of the red man was total elimination or isolation.

Hi th the d:Lscovery of gold ir, ·California ti1is migration was

stopped bv the Pacific Ocean.

There was no longer a .wilder-

.
ness to the West that could be ass1.gnea to the Indian.
~

'I'be spread of \·Jhitc civilization deprived the Indian

of his

hu~ting

grounds and other means of sustenance.

Indian naturally

of his rights.

lool~ed

The

at this expansion as an encroachr:;ent

Notivated by revenge and hunger, the Indians

of the North coast began killing the stock of the settlers.

The settlers retaliated by waging a war of extermination
against the Indian.
In MEndocino county the same pattern occur=ed as was
------··-~--~--

,,
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true in most

~rontier

settlc2ents of the state.

settlers escaped the loss of stock.

by deeds attributed to the Indian.
actio~s,

So~e

were

Very few
al~ost

ruined

As a result of these

settlers pursued the supposed guilty parties into

the mountains and ln many cases punished
the conflict still existed.

Irrdians

the~

co~tinued

severely, but
to kill cattle

and horses as a means of sustenance and many settlers, even
so2e of the

~ost

proninent, punished the Indians with death

and cade no effort to conceal or deny these killings.
ever, not all settlers acted in violence.

How-

A few looked upon

t.he situation of the Indian with sympathy and deplored the use

of force.

Accounts came in daily throughout the Coast Range

of atrocities and slaughter ..
India~s

were killed than during the previous century under
rule.

eit~er

In one four month period, Dore

124

Someone had to be responsible,

the governnent, the settlers, or both.
':'b:; qovernr.,ent i.:reatr:1ent of California L1dians O:ii:fered

froD that rsceived by the tribes east of the Rocky Mountains.
we~e

In California, there
Qent had
tribes
waR

npp~op~iated

e~st

~ifty

of

t~e

no treaties.

t~elve

Rockies.

In 1860, the govern-

million dollars in annuities to
The appropriation for California

thcusand dollars, an amount scarcely sufficient to

pay the salaries of those eDployed for iti~s dispersement.

-----------------------"1 ...)

'l

.~.,_~-,"Eajo:cit:y

and i-:inority :reports, L)60 .. n

79
'lJr;it:ed St.ates Cor:t:::issioners had ne(:;otiated eighteen
tre~ties

with C2lifornia Indians in the

treaties, hm.'r'"ve:i:-,

'ii·2:Ce

eve~

lity that it

see~ingly
~ight

period did the

~ent

1850's.

'l'hese

never ratified as a. result oi pressure

by the Californi& State Legislature.

assigned

earl~

The

11orthless land

contain gold.
Fe~eral

I~dia~

of the possibi-

beca~se

never

could not be

t~roughout

the settle-

or State Governnents establish a

legal contract with the Indians.

It should be

re~e~bered

that the

Fee~ral

established the reserves for the Indians.
the original J::-eserva-tion site

~-;as

Round Valley

tl'le:1ty-i i ,:-"-"' thousa::d usable

However, through the actions of the Superintendent,

acres.

the area was reduced to five thousanG acres.
directly adjacent to the reserve open
sures
was

\·IG:t::-e

aRo~~

soon the

~ou~t&ins,

the

~inest

u0~:~Ec

grazing sections

o~

the st2te and

deprived o£ their ;::eaii.s of sust.anance ..
i~

1359,

host::Llit.y of No;.:-thern California tribes t;o a.
o~

This

the reservations v:ere rec.'i.uced and

The Secretary of the Interior

on the part

Mea-

hills, and valleys were covered with

.t'.S a coT:. sequence 1

Inc.~ia.ns

settlement.

by the Indians and actually alotted them.

area was

the

fo~

la.r:~d

'I'l1.is left

eve.n tai:en to induce settlesent although the 1and

occ~pied

stock.

Government

attribut~d

the

non~conpliance

Indian Agents to their contracts.

'l'be fault

seemed to be i2 poor supervision by district officers of the
Indian Du:r.·eau.

~~e

Indian Bureau, however, defended its lack

80
of a.ct.:Lo::::, b:,· :;_oJcinq tLat in C.J.liforr:..ia the I::.dic:ms 1;-,rere not
11

'\-I<:Lrds of the Feder2l

de~ts

of the

Gove::::-r:~Jent

reserv&tio~.

U~der

11

bccnu.sc no trec:tie.s existed.

the General Allotncnt Act,

any Indian living away from the reserve could become a citizen.

The q1..1.estion v1as Nhich governnent, State or Federal, \vas

responsible for these people.
responsible,

If the Federal government was

the final responsibility would be with Congress,

for it had the po·1r1er to
tribes.

11

Indian

Affai~s

11

regulate cor,<merce a:nong the Indian

This pm·Jer \vas in turn delegated to the Bureau of
via the Department of Interior.

The q'. wst:ion of Pederal or State jurisdiction ·is still

not clear.

In 1917, the Supreme Court of California declared

that an Indian living on a reserve who is not affiliated with

a tribe is a citizen of the State and

~ot

a Federal ward.

However, this Indian could not own the land, and could stay
on the land only with the permission of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs.

Even after

~orld

War II returning Indian veterans

were not able to use their benefits for low interest home
loans unde.r the "G. lo Bill" if they lived on trust land.
In Tiound Valley today land is assigned.

This indicates

that a certain piece of land may be used by an individual
subject to permission of the tribal group and the bureau.
There are no ownership rights connected with assignments.

It

cannot be po..ssed on to heirs but goes back to the bureau for

81

This produces an element of insecurity.

This

syste::1 o:E assignr::.ent plus attempts by the J>.rmy Corps of
Engineers to flood the entire Valley discourages attempts at
prope:;:·t:.· i:::provement.
has stated that the fundamental clue to success

~ook

.
125
in interracial cor::.petition is the change in populat1on.
T\·10

of the raajor tribes in the Round Valley are:;a, the Yuki

and

';~aila.ki,

i·Jere COl"Zipletely decimated; only one in ten sur-

vivcd the period of 1854 to 1876.

The pri:.tcip±-e- factors

v;hich brought about this decline ln population
ease and starvation.

Ht~re

vJar,

dis-

The number of I:1dians killed in the

vicinity of aound Valley was unequaled throushout the state.
The effects of dietary
numerical

oa1Qdjust2e~t

cannot be evaluated in

This factor was directly active on birth

ter~s.

and death rates, and as a cause of disease.

must have

bee~

llalnu·tr i tion

a constant companion.

l-".1 tb01.::gh

the Spanish and

l~ex:Lcan

rule did not extend

in to licr-.docino, it. .Ls dou:Otful such condi tion.s
prevailed if it had.
syste~atically

not r.ear ly

Ameri. ca:1.1

~s

"~t7ould

have

It is ironic that tht:! Spcmi.sh, \vho

availed thenselvcs of human =esources, were
detrime::-~tal

inva~;ion,

vihic~'l

·to the Indian as the \·.rhi t.e r.1an.

concerned itself cr..1y \d th :::1.a terial

wealth, caused the Indians' destruction.
----~----

The

7he Iridian "i·las an

82

placo.
wort:hlc.ss.

Ir: ?:cndocino,

ly protect the Indian.
of

settlc~ent

Dillon.

ui th the exception of a £ew Army

The brightest episode in the history

appears to be the

actio~s

of Lieutenant Edward

His forceful and humane actions merit admiration.

But Dillon served only as a temporary stop-gap.

It seems

that once white settlers were allowed in Round Vvlley, the
fate of the Indian was decided.

He was not able to survive.

The Indiru1 had no political voice and was unable to defend
~oral

his land.

arguments in his favor were not recognized.

It appears that only the Army_ under Lieutenant Dillon acted
with the best interests of the native in mind.
appears that the situation has not improved at
l~.lthough

econo~nic

t~e

rate one

he is not the victir;:1 of phy:..:;ical

violencs 1 the Indian has been a
differrance a::H5.

It also

.

VlC

pelralysis.

+- .

~J.ill

Ue

of bureauc1: c. tic

con tL-mes to be the

object of social discrimination.
I've written to

Sncrame~to

and then wait and wait

fo...- zm ar.;s'.ler.
So:netirnes it doesn' ·t cor::.E.!.
Sometimes
Bureau :-rren 1.irive out hera, look around and don't even
.sc.:;,:' heilo.l26

______ _____
Have you

.

lear~ed

that economic maladjustment has

,

of Round Va.lley,
pa!:~phlet,

p. 18.

1954, Indians

l
83

been and is largely responsible for the ills of the
I~dians; that we are failing to neet his particular
needs in o~r educatio~al efforts and that his health
i:1c..s t'\et2G sJl ;::.~:e ft:~Jbl ~-·· ~~e;:- 1 ec tec1?
1~~e have td J:en. his
la~es, his ~ea~s of livelihood by hunting and fishing
a:.-~d r:ta·.:ie for hi::• out of h.l.s ovm country a foreign and
--~.t:,·ie-,~'JTT
e~
.. ~~o~,.,.,e-:J.t
127
<..Ld--~
~-•-l ·.;
-l.J.L.;..
"c·-·l
·•
~y granddaughter came back from the novie house
c.:::-:r.:i.n;:; a.:-"d said t:he~' ~1ouldn ' t let her· sit 2T!~'Where
but UD i:1 the ~a.lconv \•!here &11 the dru:-J;:.s ai::d rm·1dies
·
lr8

~ere

because she was an Indian. 2·

Twenty years ago a segregated school system existed in
County.

~endocino

Attern~ts

to integrate were met with bitter

opposi t:ior:.
I can re~ember those people on the school board
yet. O~e woman just screaRedf 'I don't want ~y children sitting next to any dirty Indians! 1 And a man
:Ielled, 1 ~~(-::.' J 1 close the school!'
Oh my, I • r<l telling
:-lou i t hurt.l29
'rhe si '!::t:c:'. tion is

l':.o'.vever, ir:;pJ:oving.

f

Today Indian

The local

children attend this school as a satter of course.

bitterness is alDost forgotten:

however~

the Indians of Round

Vallev now face complete removal if the Dos Rios Water Project
is app:r:oved.

By one proposal they would be re-situated on

.
th.e score
o:r-· the resulting lake where they vould sell Indian
goods to

tou~istse

The governor, however 1 has postponed any

___
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... _.
E<n-l ,,., Settlenent,
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0
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-~ Personal Interview with Stephen Knight,
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further action on the project pending additional study.
Dos Rios Project has cone
vatio~

;=cu?S

a~d

ra~che=s

reservoir's construction.

u~der

nciw

The

heavy criticism from censerlivin~

within the site area.

Recently, archaeologists have also

protested any construction within the entire Etsel-Franciscan
Reservoir Area.

R. L. Edwards describes the area as basically

1
d T~~·
one _arg·e
concentrate_
--"L:lan

·~a
Sl-e~

130

•r·..lo

huP..dred and

tv1enty--five knm·m archaeological si t.es v.rould be floodede

Of

additional interest is the fact that Indians not of the Yuki
culture Hsre brought to the area..
of

othe~

This means that remnants

cultures can still be studied in this area.

is also a stron;,:; possibility of p::::e-Yuki

culture~

~'lJE:

area

has such a high site density that not even the construction
of pri2a=y roads can be done without the destruction of prehistory~

No other area in California is as arctacologically

importan·t.
·:;_'he
esti~a~ed

pn~sent.

Indian population of Round Valley is

at 2ppYoxiffiately three

dians is. l:elit.?">"ed Jco .be

Puaong ths

.......-.......

full-blooded~

~one

of these In-

The Inclians and whi·tes

.'tr:9 Ir:.diar!s r .strong -::.ri.bal r.i valry is present.

y(;'.

The cl,__iJ.drer>

------

hundred~

se~m

-.-·._...-.....- .....-

to i':•.ssociate with the tribe of thej_r mothers.
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Al'l.d although a.ll of the Valley Indians represent the blpod
and culture of several separate tribal backgrounds, acts of
violence between Indian groups have occurred.
There is little soci·al interaction bet,deen \·lhi te and
Indian and although the school system is integrated, there
are separate ceneteries.

The Valley is currently suffering

econocic hardships due to the closing of several 1uraber

mills~

In the 1950's as many as five mills were operating; today
there are only tvw.
jobs are

~ot

Because of the uncertain future, new

being created and the Indian

i~

particular is

experiencing another period of hardship.
As stated earlier, the settle2ent of Mendocino was
characterized by far greater violence than any other area of
the statec

'rhis violence ,.,as reflected in greater relative

population decline and the nore difficult adjustment experier:.ced under t.he 1\.nerican occupation.
state,

t~e

~ative

Throughout most of the

was compelled to labor by economic

In i·lendocino 1 althoug:: the neces.sit:::{ uas present, he

necessity~

~rias

not

allowed to integrate into the new doninant hostile society.
Hence to this day his progress has been slow and his entire

ma.te:.:-ial uelfa::.e, diet and health have suffered in consequence ..
During the last fifty

year~J

because they generally

lived apart fr.on one another, \·Jhi tes and Indians in J.Iendocino
have had little contact except casually on the streets, or in
the lini.ted roles of employer ;;md employee or farra c'-mer and
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'l'hey have not cor:te to knmv one a:nother as neighbors.

worker ..

Many old fears and hates have been passed on in the fern of
narrow ideas

a~d

prejudices about ''the Indian people" and

"the 'Hhi te people.''

So2e Hhi tes seeD to ·,riew the :!.ndians as

a sir:.ple a:1d childLike people \vho cannot grasp a conplex
civilizatio::1.

Others apparently consider the Indian as lazy,

dirtv
- and stuoid.
-

The Indian dwellings are pointed to as a

typical exanple of Indian indifference and lack of ambition.
Unfortunately, wany I:H.:.Li.2ns ap:)ear t.o believe some of

the ic:eas about the inferi.ori ty of the "Ind:!. ar~ rr.i:-:,d."

Feel-

ings of

Said

one

sha~e

at being an Indian

a~e

still prevalent.

"I al \.,·ays feel too back"<mrd :i.n tov.;n to look for

Pono~

good ·ivorJ.;:. ~~ 131
These feelings are particularly strong among the older
Indians.

You know, I don't speak many white san's words.
C'io!:t' t
~:.ir1c.l

I

e·vel1 l:n.o\J r.;2:.-1~i Indian 1vords ~
I ~;uess I • m just
o:f ir: l:.;r~t:~·Ye·e:~ t1--:e \11-:j~ tes ar~c1 ~l:e I11Ciiar1s.
r:~ut iny

children, they all talk good, like the white man.l32

restrained but occasionally showing in scorn and bitterness.

Several of the leaders of Indian activitist groups are from
1·:endocino.
S:'}lere. is no doubt that military service has done much
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to char:<;e attitudes

6

i·iar years have brought a Hide range of

opportunity to both white and Indian youth.

7he de::::a::-;d for a

large labor force opened new ·jobs with Hider op9ortunities and
exper1ence.

This

~as

led to a rejection of the old attitudes

peoples~

bv both

The .situa.tion, hm1ever, in Round Valley· cor:tinue.s to
be grin despite attitude change.

Uany of the Dore "enlighten-

ed" I:-:dians have noved to areas of greater opr,)ort.uni ·ty.

Nuch

of the reservation propert7 is neglected and overgrown with

crush.,

I :o.s t

of the houses are shedd::/ ar::cJ. could not meet

cou:1.ty b:..:ilding or sa:r..i "cation standards.
m1pair:.ted Hood,
fa~ilies

ranging

i:o.st are nade of

.:omall shacks into ·vhicb are cro';;;ded large
fro~

tottering infants to grandparents.

The isola·tior1 of the Valley l1a.s prevented its econonic
ad·J a:1c ~l'r.. ei1 t

ft

This isolation, however, has also preserved the

basi.c poi::E-):i.tial of tl":e a::.:-ea.

!~any

of the Indians living in

white population have lost

r.1uch of thei:r lane and have beeP crouded onto small rancherias ..

The future, which could be promising with government
a1d 1

ap_pears to hold little prm.1ise for the Valley Indians.,

\Ii tl:,o·,:rt J;olit:LcaJ.. .i.nfluence this area ca.r:r:.ot develop.

It

appears presenJ.:: conditions \·.rill continue until virtually all

of the reD!aining Indians have disappeared.
once this

hu~

ha?pened the land will either be sold for graz-

ing or the i2creased
f l oodil:v;.

Residents feel

de~and

for WQter will lead to trte Valley's
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